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ABN 92 006 533 606

Our vision 

Our vision is for Australia 
to lead the world in mental 
health within 10 years.

Our mission

Our mission is to help all 
Australians affected by mental 
illness lead a better life.

Our values

Our values guide us in our 
work every day.

SANE 
Australia. 
Helping all 
Australians 
affected by 
mental illness 
lead a better 
life.

Respect 
We focus on the whole person and 
their strengths, not the illness, and 
believe everyone is entitled to a better 
life. We treat everyone with grace 
and dignity while welcoming robust 
and constructive discussion. We 
communicate our appreciation to 
those who give of their time, advice 
and financial resources.

Responsibility 
We do what is right, however difficult 
that might be. We are accountable for 
the decisions we make. We take good 
care of our physical and mental health, 
and seek help when we need it.

Collaboration 
We partner with others who share 
our vision, values, passion, and 
commitment. We work with people 
with lived experience of mental illness 
to build better services, policies, and 
programs. We encourage and support 
each other to do the best work we 
possibly can.

Innovation 
We have a passion for learning, and 
disseminating creative solutions to 
real-world problems. We embrace 
technology to build community and 
provide helpful information. We 
seek out new ways to have greater 
impact through research, testing 
and evaluation, always informed by 
people’s lived experience of mental 
illness by listening, communicating 
and working as one team.

Celebration 
We celebrate great achievements (big 
and small) by ourselves and others. 
We warmly welcome everyone who 
comes through our doors and we 
create a fun, flexible and inspiring 
workplace that fosters personal and 
professional growth. We broadcast to 
the world heroic stories of courage, 
resilience and recovery. 
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Anxiety. Depression. Bipolar 
disorder. Schizophrenia. Personality 
disorders and other conditions.

One in five Australians experience 
a mental health problem every year. 
And every one of these has family, 
friends, fellow students or work 
colleagues who are affected by 
their condition.

Mental illness isn’t something
that happens to ‘other people’.
It’s something that affects all of us at
some time in some way.

It’s about people like us.

Mental health problems are treatable,
yet the majority of us who experience
them do not access the treatment
and support we need.

Why? Lack of understanding of
symptoms, concerns about stigma
and discrimination, confusion
about where to go or what to do,
inadequate or non-existent mental
health services and policies – all of
these contribute to the unnecessary
and distressing cost of mental illness
to Australian lives today.

SANE Australia is passionately
committed to addressing these
problems, to help all Australians
affected by mental illness lead a
better life – through Support, Training,
and Education in the community.

A better life 
through support, 
training and education

SANE provides 

urgently-needed 

information, 

referral and direct 

support to people 

concerned about 

mental illness.

Support

SANE provides 

training and 

resources for 

companies and 

organisations to 

promote better 

workplace mental 

health, as well as 

for those affected 

by mental illness 

and those who care 

for them.

Training

SANE Australia 

changes lives by 

changing minds 

about mental 

illness.

Education
Jesse (left) lives in Melbourne with partner, Ash and son, Ned. With
his Bipolar disorder well managed, he wanted to share his story of 
recovery and hope, to break down the stigma against mental illness. Jesse 
is proud to be a SANE speaker. He is also involved in our Mindful Employer 
program, and contributed to the development of the online SANE Forums. 
‘It’s a way to keep me honest,’ says Jesse of his role with SANE, ’to make 
sure I’m honest with myself, and in doing so I am able to help others’.

A
better 

life

Support individuals and 
their families through 
Helpline, Online Chat and 
Forums.

Educate the wider 
community on mental 
health and reduce 
stigma.

Train professionals 
in suicide prevention, 
physical health, aged 
care, and workplace 
mental health.

SANE Australia’s impact
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A year of connection 
and growth towards 
a better life for people 
affected by mental 
illness

SUPPORT

Jack Heath, Chief Executive 
Officer of SANE Australia.

SANE Australia has had a strong 
year working to help Australians 
affected by mental illness lead a 
better life. For the first time, we 
connected with over one million 
Australians in a year, which is a great 
result – an increase of a third on last 
year. We have done this despite the 
uncertainties around Government 
funding, for a second year running, 
and as we await the Government’s 
response to the National 
Mental Health Commission’s 
comprehensive review.

But more important than any number 
is that we have worked hard to keep 
true with the people we seek to serve.  
Ever since SANE started operating, 
we have walked hand in hand with 
people affected by mental health 
issues. In fact, it was just over 29 
years ago that a young man stood 
up before a few hundred people at 
the Teachers Federation Hall on a 
wet and windy night in Sydney and 
said, ‘My name is Simon Champ and 
I have Schizophrenia’. Consistent 
with the SANE way of doing things, I 
am particularly proud of our Lessons 
for Life project led by Sarah Coker. 
Funded by the Federal Department of 
Health, we worked with the University 
of New England to conduct research 
with people who had attempted 
suicide. Their willingness to share 
their experience and expertise 
provided new insights into suicide 
prevention and a number of those 
we worked with participated in an 
inspiring and powerful video – please 
check it out. 

Another highlight for SANE was an 
endorsement from the respected 
National Mental Health Commissioner 
Jackie Crowe, who spoke of ‘SANE’s 
preparedness for true partnerships, 
for working in an inclusive way and 
ensuring resources, expertise and 
knowledge are shared’.

The new SANE Forums launched 
in August 2014 provide a great 
example of our partnerships. We 
have harnessed technology to 
provide a new platform for peer-to-
peer support around Australia and 
in a way that reinforces people’s 
relationship with existing mental 
health organisations. Through the 
SANE Forums, we are opening up a 
huge untapped community resource 
of lived experience and support.   
Importantly, this peer-to-peer support 
both complements the efforts of busy 
specialist professionals and provides 
a new connection for many people 
in rural and regional Australia who 
have limited access to professional 
services. More recently, we were 
thrilled to be able to link up with the 
ABC to provide the SANE Forums 
for their 2015 Mental As promotion. 
This led to a huge increase in forums 
usage and contact with the SANE 
Help Centre which has had another 
year of great service.

Across our programs we have much 
to celebrate but particularly our 
training efforts: training peer workers 
to promote physical health; training 
aged care staff to provide support 
to residents with a mental illness; 
training mental health professionals in 

how to support people bereaved by 
suicide; training mental organisations 
on how to get their story out via the 
media; and training managers in the 
workplace to deal with emerging 
mental health issues.  

Our media team have done a great 
job in getting our messages and 
stories out to more people than ever 
before as we have continued our 
push to reduce stigma, including 
through our participation in the Global 
Alliance Against Stigma. Through 
our StigmaWatch program we will 
continue to ensure media coverage is 
realistic, respectful and offers hope. 

Our finance and operations team 
have maintained their outstanding 
standard and worked closely with 
our Board members, who we thank 
for their highly committed support, 
expertise and wisdom.

This year we say a heartfelt thank you 
to Stan Wallis AC for his eight years 
of outstanding leadership as SANE 

Australia Chair. During Stan’s tenure, 
we have more than tripled our reach 
and are well positioned to help even 
more Australians in the years ahead.

The personal commitment and time 
Stan dedicated to SANE Australia has 
been simply outstanding. We also say 
thank you to Judith for all her support 
and forbearance – it seemed that 
Judith had to haul Stan to exotic and 
remote locations around the globe 
in order to get his mind off SANE 
and even then she wasn’t always 
successful!

We thank Stan and Judith for their 
extremely generous financial support 
along with the many other individuals 
and families who have given us 
such heart-warming support. We 
acknowledge the very generous 
support from the Colonial Foundation 
and Gandel Philanthropy.

This year we also farewell Dr Paul 
Morgan. A beautiful writer, Paul has 
been an absolute torchbearer for 

people affected by mental illness 
and embodied the great values that 
have seen SANE Australia become 
one of the country’s leading and 
most respected mental health 
organisations. 

We also pay tribute to the incredible 
Anne Deveson who was with Simon 
Champ in the Teachers Federation 
Hall on that night 29 years ago. As 
Anne has shared publicly, she is now 
dealing with the new and debilitating 
challenge of dementia – we will hold 
her closely in our hearts.

Finally, we thank the 89 inspiring 
individuals who are part of the SANE 
Speakers program and through 
their contact with the Australian 
community are playing a critical role 
in reducing stigma and offering hope 
to so many.

2016 will mark the 30th Anniversary 
of SANE Australia and we look 
forward to celebrating it with you. 

At the same time, there are major 
challenges before us. Government 
funding remains uncertain but 
whatever transpires we know we 
will continue to be supported by 
so many generous individuals and 
organisations. We remain resolute in 
our determination to help many more 
Australians affected by mental illness 
to lead lives full of hope. 

Thank you. 

Jack Heath
Chief Executive Officer
SANE Australia

MESSAGE | CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICERMESSAGE | CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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Mental illness – out of 
the shadows and into 
the light

SPOTLIGHT | ANNE DEVESON AOSPOTLIGHT | ANNE DEVESON AO

Anne Deveson AO, co-founder of 
SANE Australia, talks about the 
organisation’s early days – almost 
30 years ago – and the vital role 
SANE plays to bring mental illness 
ouf of the shadows and into the 
light.

In the front room of her Sydney home, 
Anne Deveson shifts boxes, searching 
for a label. At last she finds a box 
marked ‘Correspondence – Jonathan.’ 
It’s filled with letters from people from 
all over the world. People who wrote 
to her about their loved ones, about 
themselves, sharing their reflections on 
Anne’s story of her son Jonathan who 
had Schizophrenia and died at the age 
of 24.

When Jonathan first started to 
experience symptoms, Anne says she 
found it difficult to talk about mental 
illness for fear of betraying Jonathan. ‘I 
didn’t know much about Schizophrenia. 
I thought Jonathan was angry with me 
because he used to project on me all 
his anxieties and fears,’ she recalls.

Over 20 years later, Anne reflects on 
a life filled with the trials and triumphs 
of caring for someone with a mental 
illness, and a public campaign to 
make all Australians more aware of 
mental illness. ‘I learnt a huge amount 
from Jonathan and from that whole 
experience,’ she says.

In the 1980s Anne was working as 
an established broadcaster and 
filmmaker, when she shared her 
experience of caring for Jonathan in a 
major newspaper article. After it was 
published she received a letter from 
academic, Dr Margaret Leggett, who 
had researched the impact of mental 
illness on families.

‘Margaret wrote the most wonderful 
letter saying it’s obvious you’re having a 

very difficult time, do you want to meet 
up? And it was the beginning of a long 
friendship that remains,’ Anne says.

‘It was out of that meeting that we 
talked about setting up a group of 
people to see what things we could do 
together that would be really helpful.’

The two women agreed on the need for 
a national campaign to raise awareness 
of mental illness. With help from others, 
they established SANE Australia in 1986 
(under its former name, Schizophrenia 
Australia). They approached prominent 
business people to fund the campaign.

‘It was Margaret’s intelligence and 
charm that got many people involved. 
These were well-established business 
people who had never talked about 
the fact that any of their children had 
a serious mental illness because they 
were ashamed of it,’ Anne says.

Anne travelled around Australia with 
Margaret’s support, running workshops 
encouraging people not to be ashamed 
to talk about mental illness. ‘People 
were actually anxious to talk about it,’ 
Anne remembers.

Anne recognised the need not only for 
awareness of mental illness but also for 
improved services. ‘If there is proper 
help then you automatically reduce the 
stigma. Earlier help is essential,’ Anne 
says.

The workshops extended to emergency 
services, and trying to convince the 
medical community of the problems 
that prevented people from accessing 
care. ‘There had to be a broad spread 
of action otherwise you were just 
picking off little bits of change,’ Anne 
says.

In the late 1980s a national campaign 
got underway, with advertisements 
about Schizophrenia on billboards and 

television. Anne recalls that many fellow 
journalists were aware of discrimination 
and fear surrounding mental illness but 
found it difficult to cover. ‘I tried to get 
the press involved in a more helpful 
way. On one page you’d have a piece 
about Schizophrenia with the problems 
well presented, but the lurid illustration 
was guaranteed to get people running 
away in fright,’ Anne says.

Momentum around the campaign 
peaked with a public meeting in 
Sydney. Anne invited as many people 
as possible.

‘Even for me – and I was operating 
pretty openly as a journalist on these 
matters – it wasn’t easy to get people to 
come along. I remember it was a filthy, 
stormy night and we thought nobody 
would turn up but it was packed to the 
rafters. So many people came because 
there simply weren’t any outlets at that 
time,’ she says.

Margaret, Anne and others talked about 
the stigma surrounding mental illness.

‘Then a young man who had been 
sitting at the front, playing with bits of 
string, suddenly stood up and said, 
“My name is Simon Champ and I have 
Schizophrenia”. An enormous sigh 
went around the hall and then everyone 
applauded him.’

Anne says the memory still brings tears 
to her eyes because Simon was the 
only one brave enough, despite the 
stigma, to disclose his mental illness.

‘That was the beginning of another 
round of openness in society, but we 
have to keep working at it because I 
think it’s easy to forget. People close 
their doors and they get scared,’ she 
says.

Simon Champ went on to help Anne 
with a documentary, Spinning Out, 
about the experience of Schizophrenia. 
When this was broadcast by the ABC, 
it generated a flood of calls from people 
inspired to reach out and seek help.

Anne also wrote about her personal 
journey in caring for Jonathan in a book 
published around the same time, Tell 
Me I’m Here.

Among the boxes in her house are yet 
more letters from as far afield as Iran 
and Scotland, responding to her book. 
One high school class even studied the 
book and created a diagram of what 
they thought Anne’s house looked like, 
drawing pictures of Anne’s son.

‘Jonathan became a pathfinder for 
people with a mental illness,’ Anne says.

Even though there is more research 
on mental illness, treatment, and 
community care these days, Anne says 
there is still more work to do in helping 
people living with mental illness lead a 
fulfilling life.

‘It’s a basic need that 
all of us have – we 
want to feel valued, 
we want to enjoy 
ourselves. We never 
allowed people with a 
mental illness to have 
their own humanity 
and that is what is 
changing.’

Anne Deveson at home 
with her dog, Clodagh.
Photo by Nic Gibson.
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Service at the 
heart of two of our 
organisation’s great 
leaders. To them we 
say, ‘thank you’

SPOTLIGHT | STAN WALLIS AND PAUL MORGANSPOTLIGHT | STAN WALLIS AND PAUL MORGAN

Dr Paul Morgan

In his farewell address on 1 October 
2015, Paul shared his three operating 
principles guiding his work at SANE: 

The first is to Walk with the People. To 
listen to ordinary folk living with mental 
illness and their families, the ones who 
don’t get seen or heard. Too often, the 
voices that dominate are people who 
jump up and speak first. The people I 
always want to hear from though, are 
the quiet ones at the back, the ones too 
shy to speak, the people who couldn’t 
get to the meeting, or didn’t even know 
it was happening. 

The second principle is Simplicity – 
within chaos there is always a hidden 
order waiting to be revealed. Whatever 
the complexity, there is always a simple 
solution at its heart. The trick is to find 
it. Whether working on a website, a 

social media campaign, or a submission 
to a Senate Enquiry, there is always the 
simplest, most effective way of doing it.

The final principle is to always Think 
Different. To be inventive and creative 
in our work. If we’re going to follow the 
herd and produce ‘good enough’ work 
that looks like other organisations’, 
then why bother? We can do better. 
That’s why, for example, the Lessons 
for Life video is so moving and effective. 
It’s why the new SANE web service 
released by the team yesterday looks 
and works so beautifully.

From my first day at SANE to my last, 
I’ve set off walking in the morning, eager 
to get to my desk and get cracking. And 
there are not many people in the world 
who are lucky enough to say that.

Stan Wallis AC has served as the 
Chairman of SANE Australia since 2006. 

This year we farewelled two people 
who have been integral to SANE’s 
success over many years, Stan Wallis 
AC and Dr Paul Morgan. Stan has 
served as SANE Australia’s Chairman 
for eight years, and Paul as Director 
of Communications for 22 years. 
We thank them both for their years 
of service and dedication to helping 
Australians affected by mental illness 
lead a better life.

Everyone of us who has had the good 
fortune to connect with Stan Wallis, will 
have been struck by his deep caring 
for the hundreds of thousands of 
Australians affected by mental illness, 
but most especially for those who have 
far less resources and support than 
most Australians. This caring has also 
extended to individual SANE staff and 
SANE board members.

Stan has always been a great 
champion for recruiting and building 
outstanding teams of people – ‘it’s all 
about the people’ is one of his mantras 
we will remember. And he placed a 
premium on looking after people. It was 
Stan who advocated strongly for a new 
office environment that would make 
SANE a great physical place to work, 
one that had a sense of vibrancy and 
colour.

We will remember Stan’s frequent 
visits to the SANE office, always 
keen to know how people and their 
families were doing as he walked the 
office introducing himself to new team 
members. Often he would turn up a 

few minutes ahead of schedule to see 
how people were in their real element 
rather than allowing them to get ready 
for ‘the Chair’s visit’.  

During his highly successful business 
career, and in his work for Government, 
Stan has always had a big ambition to 
touch the lives of as many Australians 
as possible and that’s something he 
brought to SANE Australia, always 
asking the question of how we can 
grow, who can we partner up with to 
improve the lives of others, and how 
absolutely critical it is to put the people 
you serve ahead of the organisation 
that serves them.  

Stan has been an outstanding Board 
Chair, consulting widely ahead of 
meetings and bringing people along 
on the journey. With a unique ability to 
combine a firmness and flexibility in his 
views, Stan was always open to new 
insights and sought out the opinions of 
every board member, especially those 
with lived experience.

So thank you Stan, for your great 
caring, warmth, wisdom and generosity 
over eight fine years. We know you 
will continue to support our work but 
we want you to know how deeply we 
appreciate all you have done to help 
Australians affected by mental illness to 
lead a better life.  

‘I’m acutely 
aware that a few 
words can change 
a life – or even 
save one – so we 
have to get those 
words right!’
Dr Paul Morgan

Paul Morgan has served at 
SANE Australia for 22 years.

IN THEIR WORDS
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Highlights 
from our year

HIGHLIGHTS | 2014–2015HIGHLIGHTS | 2014–2015

In the pages that follow you will find details of this years 
highlights from the many and varied SANE programs. If 
there is a central theme that stands out this year, it is the 
way that across all of our programs, the work we do has 
been strengthened, and the breadth of our reach extended, 
through the support of partners and collaborators. For 
example:

•	 The Online Forums are now moderated 24 hours a day 
and delivered across 22 partner websites (and growing).

•	 Three pilot programs were commenced or completed: 
Aged Care (with residential aged care partners), Peer 
Health Coaching (with NEAMI) and a Suicide Prevention 
Audit Tool (with MIFA).

We continue to be supported in our work by the growing 
team of SANE speakers who this year have assisted with 
the design and development of the Online Forums and the 
SANE website, participated in the Lessons For Life video, 
and continue to work across the Mindful Employer program, 
which is now involved with 43 corporates and over 112,000 
staff across Australia.

As always community involvement has also featured strongly, 
with over 5,000 people giving their input into exploring the 
imagery associated with mental  illness in the Picture This  
research project.

Janet Hopkins
General Manager
SANE Australia

“We attribute much of 
our success in 2014-
2015 to the strength 
and quality of our 
partnerships with 
many individuals 
and more than 100 
organisations.”Throughout the year, we receive feedback from many 

individuals and organisations attesting to the value of our 
work, and the way in which we go about it. 

Earlier this year, we were delighted to receive the following 
message from National Mental Health Commissioner Jackie 
Crowe.

‘SANE’s preparedness for true 
partnerships, for working in 
an inclusive way and ensuring 
resources, expertise and knowledge 
are shared is inspiring and heart 
warming. This has been particularly 
evident with the peer-to-peer 
forums, videos and blogs that 
feature real people, real challenges 
and voices of really exceptional 
champions – people personally 
affected by mental ill health, suicide 
or suicide attempts.

Thank you for your continuous 
efforts in rising to the challenge and 
joining with people who have lived 
experience, their families and carers 
in a true partnership – to work 
collectively to improve the quality 
of life for all Australians affected by 
mental ill health, suicide or suicide 
attempts.’

Janet Hopkins, General Manager, SANE Australia. 47,421
AUSTRALIANS USED 
THE SANE FORUMS 
(SINCE INCEPTION)

22
PARTNERSHIPS WITH MENTAL 
HEALTH ORGANISATIONS 
ESTABLISHED TO INCREASE 
THE REACH OF SANE FORUMS 
(AS AT 30 JUNE 2015)

9,739
PEOPLE AND THEIR FAMILES 
PROVIDED WITH INFORMATION, 
SUPPORT, AND REFERRAL 
THROUGH THE 1800 NUMBER, 
ONLINE CHAT AND EMAIL

24/7
SUPPORT VIA SANE FORUMS 
AS A PART OF THE HELP 
CENTRE

1,062,551
LIVES TOUCHED BY SANE     
AUSTRALIA IN 2014–2015

100+

PARTNERSHIPS WITH
OTHER ORGANISATIONS

Support

112,000
EMPLOYEE REACH NATIONALLY 
THROUGH THE MINDFUL 
EMPLOYER PROGRAM

100
MENTAL HEALTH 
PROFESSIONALS TRAINED IN 
HOW TO SUPPORT FAMILIES 
AND FRIENDS OF PEOPLE 
BEREAVED BY SUICIDE

86
AGED CARE FACILITY STAFF 
TRAINED IN HOW TO SUPPORT 
A RESIDENT WITH A MENTAL 
ILLNESS

36
COMMUNITY HEALTH 
ORGANISATIONS EDUCATED 
ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE OF 
PHYSICAL HEALTH CARE FOR 
PEOPLE LIVING WITH MENTAL 
ILLNESS

89
SANE SPEAKERS NOW SHARE 
THEIR EXPERIENCE OF BEING 
AFFECTED BY MENTAL ILLNESS

800+

MEDIA STORIES FEATURED SANE 
AUSTRALIA TO EDUCATE THE 
COMMUNITY ABOUT MENTAL 
HEALTH ISSUES

600,000
UNIQUE VISITORS TO THE SANE 
WEBSITE WERE HELPED TO 
UNDERSTAND MENTAL ILLNESS

25%
INCREASE IN SOCIAL MEDIA 
FOLLOWERS, WITH OVER 10,000 
FOLLOWERS ON FACEBOOK AND 
11,600 ON TWITTER

Training Education
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Partnerships

Funding body I Australian 
Government, Department of Health    

Partner organisations I ARAFMI 
National Executive, ARAFMI NSW, 
ARAFMI WA, Compassionate Friends 
Victoria, Eating Disorders Victoria, 
MIFA, MIFA NT, MIFNQ, MIFQ, Mind 
Australia, Tandem

Technology and design I Lithium 
Technologies, Persistent Systems, 
Isobar, Snaffleweb

Early service research I ReachOut.
com by Inspire Foundation

Our frontline services took a major step forward this year
with creation of the SANE Help Centre.

Veronica Lake turned to the 
SANE Helpline to assist a friend 
in a time of need. The support 
Veronica received enabled her 
to help her friend, and also gave 
her the knowledge and skills to 
manage the issues at hand on an 
ongoing basis.

The SANE Helpline and Forums 
merged this year to create a powerful 
new resource for people living with 
mental illness, their families, and other 
carers. The SANE Help Centre brings 
our Helpline services – 1800 18 7263, 
online chat and email support – under 
the same umbrella as our 24/7 online 
peer support Forums for people with 
mental illness and carers.

Integrating these functions means 
we can take a more holistic, 360º 
approach to providing information, 
guidance, and support to people 
worried about mental health issues. 
Our Help Centre Advisors can cross-
refer between these services, providing 
a flexible suite of options appropriate to 
people’s needs at different times in the 
journey from crisis to recovery.

Creation of the SANE Help Centre 
has expanded the Advisor role to 
include Forum moderation, as well as 
answering Helpline queries. This brings 
a welcome diversity and broadening 
of expertise to a challenging role. A 
new Help Centre Manager and four 
new Advisors have joined the team 
this year. All are qualified mental health 
professionals who bring a wealth of 
knowledge and experience to their 
roles.

This predominantly new team, together 
with our new website service, opens 
up opportunities to maximise the 
reach and impact of the SANE Help 
Centre. An important priority is a strong 
focus on innovative and more effective 
use of technology. This is a work in 
progress with the goal of creating more 
welcoming, interactive, and user-
friendly channels to support, guidance, 
and information.

By partnering with others, we are able 
to extend the reach of our service more 
than ever before. Our new partnership 
with the Victoria Police allows us to 
reach people who are not yet sure 
where to start in addressing their own 
mental health concerns, or those of a 
person close to them. 

Early and compassionate intervention 
at this stage has the potential to reduce 
the impact of the mental illness and the 
effect on individuals, their families and 
friends, and the broader community. 

We are proud of what we are achieving, 
and grateful to those who support us in 
this work.

SUPPORT | HELP CENTRE

Our achievements in 2014–2015

•	 Assisted 9,739 people via the 
Helpline 1800 number, online chat 
and email services.

•	 Integrated the Helpline and the 
Forums to create the SANE Help 
Centre.

•	 Worked with Supportlink and 
Victoria Police to provide mental 
health early intervention.

•	 Appointed a new Help Centre 
Manager and four new Advisors.

•	 Contributed to the development 
of an interactive SANE website 
promoting engagement across all 
SANE Help Centre services.

Partnerships

Funding | Individual donations

Services | Community mental 
health services around Australia | 
Victoria Police | Supportlink

The SANE Help Centre 
– it’s just a click away 

‘I would like to thank 
your staff at the 
Helpline for possibly 
saving a life, and 
helping us when we 
needed it the most.’
Veronica Lake

IN THEIR WORDS

Veronica Lake

My friend Peter* was a heavy drug 
user. He was experiencing delusions 
and paranoia, and I thought the drug 
use might be bringing on some form 
of psychosis. His girlfriend Susie 
became very worried.

Peter wasn’t aware he had a problem 
and Susie* had no idea how to deal 
with it, so I called the SANE Helpline 
as a starting point. It was so good to 
talk to someone who understood the 
issues that both Peter and Susie were 
facing.

They gave me some practical advice 
and sent some information to pass on 
to Susie. This gave her the tools she 
needed to talk to Peter and his family 
about what was going on.

Around this time the relationship 
ended, but the breakup was 
amicable. Peter moved to his parents’ 
house and eventually gave up the 

drugs. When I saw him next, he said 
that he wasn’t taking them anymore. 
I took this as a small win as I hadn’t 
spoken with him directly about it 
before, just passed on the information 
from SANE to Susie.

The paranoia that Peter was 
experiencing was helped by him 
breaking the drug cycle. On the 
rare occasions when his symptoms 
resurface, we now have the 
knowledge to help support Peter and 
his family. Just knowing SANE is there 
to talk to helps a lot.

I really feel Peter is on his way to 
recovery. Quitting the drugs is a great 
start, and has definitely put him in a 
different head space.

* Names have been changed.

9,739
PEOPLE ASSISTED VIA 1800 
NUMBER, ONLINE CHAT AND EMAIL

24/7
SUPPORT VIA FORUMS AS A PART      
OF THE HELP CENTRE

5
NEW TEAM MEMBERS RECRUITED   
TO THE HELP CENTRE

SUPPORT | HELP CENTRE
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Partnerships

Funding body I Australian 
Government, Department of Health    

Partner organisations I ARAFMI 
National Executive, ARAFMI NSW, 
ARAFMI WA, Compassionate Friends 
Victoria, Eating Disorders Victoria, 
MIFA, MIFA NT, MIFNQ, MIFQ, Mind 
Australia, Tandem

Technology and design I Lithium 
Technologies, Persistent Systems, 
Isobar, Snaffleweb

Early service research I ReachOut.
com by Inspire Foundation

SUPPORT | FORUMS

Denielle Stephens, here with her 
daughter, Harriet, says surviving 
her suicide attempt gave her the 
strength and desire to help others 
in crisis through sharing her 
experience.

The SANE Forums service is 
moderated 24 hours a day, 7 days 
a week, providing members with a 
welcoming, safe, and anonymous 
community to share experiences, seek 
and give support, and connect with 
others.

The Lived Experience Forum and 
the Carers Forum are provided in 
partnership with dozens of mental 
health organisations around Australia 
to dramatically increase their reach, 
working together to help all Australians 
affected by a mental illness lead a 
better life.

Thanks to an innovative partnership 
model, the Forums are not only 
available at sane.org, but can be 
accessed via the websites of a growing 
number of mental health organisations 
across Australia – radically amplifying 
their reach across the country, 
especially in rural and remote areas.

Partnerships

Funding I Australian Government, 
Department of Health, Colonial 
Foundation    

Partner organisations I ARAFMI 
National Executive, ARAFMI NSW, 
ARAFMI WA, CentaCare SW NSW, 
Compassionate Friends Victoria, 
Eating Disorders Victoria, MH Carers 
Tasmania, MIFA National, MIFNQ, 
MIFQ, MIFSA, MIFA NT, MIFWA, Mind 
Australia, Ozhelp, PANDA, Partners 
In Recovery (Lifeline Darling Downs & 
South West Queensland), Richmond 
PRA, Mental Health Australia, Neami 
National, Toowoomba Clubhouse, 
Tandem

Out of hours moderation I Turning 
Point

Technology and design I Lithium 
Technologies, Persistent Systems, 
Isobar, Snaffleweb

SANE Forums provides peer-to-peer online support for people 
living with a mental illness, and for family and friends who are 
caring for someone living with a mental illness.

Denielle Stephens

When I was 24 years old, my father,
who suffered from a mental illness, 
took his own life. Most families endure 
that kind of heartbreak in private, but 
Dad, who lived in the tiny Victorian 
hamlet of Swifts Creek, about 380km 
east of Melbourne, had also burnt 
down the family house. The picture of 
my charred childhood home was on 
page one of The Age newspaper.

Mum and Dad were separated when 
he died. In a small community, when 
something like this happens, I think 
people need someone to blame. And 
they blamed my mum. When we held 
a wake for Dad, nobody in the town 
came. They held their own. It was an 
awful time.

Shortly after Dad’s death, my 
boyfriend and I broke up and I had 
to move house. The confluence of 
upheavals brought me undone. I 
wasn’t eating, I wasn’t sleeping and I 
was crying constantly. The only thing 
that helped me cope was running. 
When I injured my knee and couldn’t 
exercise, I went into an emotional 
tailspin. Though I was really cross with 
my dad for not giving us a chance to 
help him, there I was 12 months later, 
pushing people away. I was drinking 
too much and, at my lowest point, 
gambling. I was lost in a fog of utter 
hopelessness and couldn’t see a way 
out. Finally, in despair, I tried to take 
my own life and ended up in hospital.

My stay there was pretty awful. I was 
in a maternity ward because that 
was the only bed available, and the 
nursing staff weren’t trained to deal 
with depression or mental illness. 
The professional care I got after 
that, though, was fantastic. I started 
taking antidepressants – there was 

a bit of trial and error until I found 
one that worked for me – and seeing 
a psychologist, and that was the 
start of turning my life around. The 
medication plateaued my mood, so 
I was finally able to sleep and start 
dealing with my issues.

When I came out the other side, Mum 
and I started a depression support 
group in Bairnsdale, where we both 
now live, and we had 45 people at 
the first meeting. It was astounding.

Looking back, my own experience 
with depression not only allowed 
me to forgive my dad, but it also 
gave me the strength and desire to 
help others. What I say to anybody 
feeling overwhelmed is, ‘Hang on 
and keep breathing, take one day at 
a time and get yourself some really 
good support. Don’t push people 
away, seek out professionals you feel 
comfortable with and, if you’re not 
happy with your doctor, find
another one. It is hard. It really is hard, 
but it can be a chapter in your life; it 
doesn’t have to be a life sentence.’

I am happy to be identified. I’m
proud of my story and proud of 
having lived through it.

Most of all, though, I feel eternally
grateful that I was given a second 
chance, which is ultimately what it 
was. I feel like that one moment could 
have defined me because it could 
have been the end. It humbles me 
to be able to see my children paint 
a picture, laugh, smile, or kick a ball 
– to see my family grow. It humbles 
me to think that I was so close to not 
having that.

Denielle’s story, as told here, was first 
published in Marie Claire.

47,421
UNIQUE VISITORS

483,255
PAGE VIEWS

15,259
POSTS

1,167
DISCUSSION TOPICS

22
MENTAL HEALTH   
ORGANISATION PARTNERS

SUPPORT | FORUMS

SANE Forums – 24/7 
online peer support

Our achievements in 2014–2015

•	 With over 47,000 visitors using 
the SANE Forums since inception, 
developing extra capacity 
quickly became a priority. This 
was managed by merging the 
Forums into the new SANE Help 
Centre as well as drawing on the 
support of partner organisations 
to provide additional moderation 
and contribute their own unique 
expertise and experience. 
Additionally, with the support of 
Colonial Foundation, we were able 
to extend moderation to 24 hours 
a day, 7 days a week – a huge leap 
forward.  

•	 SANE partnered with 22 mental 
health organisations nationally, 
to increase the reach of the 
Forums through their websites. 
The contribution of partners 
has enabled the Forums to 
continue to grow, with ongoing 
promotion through their channels, 
contribution of specialised mental 
health expertise, plus additional 
moderation hours.

•	 We highly value the work of Forum 
partners to assist SANE in making 
this service a success.

•	 Evaluation of the Forums has 
provided strong evidence of their 
value in providing connections and 
support, as well as facilitating the 
exchange of practical information 
and referral among peers.

IN THEIR WORDS

‘The Forums have 
also helped me find 
motivation to do some 
important things I’d 
been putting off in my 
depression. This was 
with encouragement 
from other members 
and moderators.’
SANE Forums user

Note: Figures are as at 30 June 2015.
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EDUCATION

Catherine Owen

Creating a mentally healthy workplace 
is a key priority for the Blood Service 
and forms part of our organisation’s 
Diversity Strategy.  

With the increasing prevalence of 
mental health issues, we wanted to 
take a proactive approach in providing 
our people managers with the skills 
to identify the early warning signs. 
We piloted the Mindful Employer 
program and, due to its overwhelming 
success, we are now rolling it out 
across the organisation. 

The Mindful Employer program 
provides our people managers with 

Program participants have access to 
helpful, accurate information on a range 
of mental illnesses. They gain the skills 
to recognise and understand the early 
warning signs of mental illness, and 
how to support and manage someone 
at work who is affected by mental 
illness or who is caring for someone 
affected.

Our Mindful Employer face-to-face 
workshops are facilitated by mental 
health trainers who are experienced at 
working in corporate settings. Trainers 
are joined by SANE Speakers, a team 
of people affected by mental illness, 
who are supported to talk candidly 
about their workplace experience at 
these workshops, and provide unique, 
authentic input to the training.

We now have 43 leading corporate 
clients – from small businesses to large 
multinational banking corporations – as 
part of our Mindful Employer program. 
This commitment is not only helping 
people deal with mental illness, but also 
helping us to improve attitudes and 
behaviours surrounding mental health 
still prevalent in Australia today.

Our achievements in 2014–2015

•	 A total of 43 leading corporate 
clients with almost 112,000 
employees reached by our Mindful 
Employer program through 
training, education and conference 
presentations.

•	 Partnered with the Safety Institute 
of Australia (SIA) to deliver 
Mindful Employer workshops in 
Melbourne and Sydney, with plans 
for workshops in Adelaide and 
Brisbane underway.

•	 Worked with legalsuper to design 
a Mental Health in the Legal 
Community program for their 
40,000 members. This work 
continues.

•	 Developed a program of Mindful 
Employer blog and podcasts on 
topics such as how to overcome 
stigma in the workplace, how to 
manage an employee’s disclosure 
of a mental illness, and how to 
implement programs and initiatives 
to support a mentally healthy 
workplace.

•	 Upgraded the Mindful Employer 
eLearning program to comply 
with Web Content Accessibility 
Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0, ensuring 
the program is accessible in the 
workplace to employees with a 
wide range of disabilities, including 
blindness and low vision, deafness 
and hearing loss.

Mindful Employer 
equips workplaces 
with the information 
and skills they need

TRAINING | MINDFUL EMPLOYERTRAINING | MINDFUL EMPLOYER

‘SANE’s online learning modules and 
resources are highly valued by Optus 
employees. With more than 12,000 
people scattered around the country, 
it’s really important to us that the five 
people in Darwin have the same access 
to information as the 5,000 people in 
Sydney. 

If somebody knows they’re going to have 
a conversation around mental health, 
they turn to SANE’s resources to help 
give them a framework for this. They can 
trust that the information they get from 
SANE is reliable and always up-to-date.’

Megan Kingham, Health and Wellbeing Manager, Optus

the skills and confidence to engage 
in conversations with their staff 
before a small issue becomes a big 
one. Feedback after each workshop 
has been extremely positive and the 
inclusion of a guest speaker who 
shares their real life experience is 
incredibly powerful. 

Supporting our managers to have 
meaningful conversations with their 
employees is one way that, as an 
organisation, we can contribute to 
breaking down the stigma associated 
with mental illness.

Partnerships

Clients | Central Highlands Water, Citi, 
Department of Human Services ACT, 
Department of State Development 
Business and Innovation, EPA Vic, 
Hamilton Island, IVF, J A Davey, Kmart, 
Lundbeck, Mai-Wel Group, McLean 
Care, Melbourne Water, Open Minds, 
Department of Transport, Optus, People’s 
Choice CU, Red Cross Blood Service, 
RSM Australia, Sanitarium, SDA Union 
NSW, St Barbara Mining, TNT

Partner | Safety Institute of Australia

IN THEIR WORDS

Mindful Employer offers eLearning and face-to-face training to 
businesses of all sizes on how to manage mental health-related 
issues in the workplace.

43
LEADING CORPORATE CLIENTS

112,000
EMPLOYEE REACH

2.0
WEB ACCESSIBILITY COMPLIANCE

Catherine Owen is the 
Organisational Development 
Consultant – Diversity, for the 
Australian Red Cross Blood 
Service. She works to ensure 
SANE’s Mindful Employer 
program is embedded across the 
entire organisation.
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TRAINING | SUICIDE PREVENTION

People affected by mental illness or 
bereaved by suicide are at much higher 
risk of ending their own lives. This is 
why suicide prevention is integral to all 
of SANE’s activities.

We recognise the value of learning from 
people’s experiences related to suicide, 
and are guided by those experiences to 
help others in similar circumstances.

Our achievements in 2014–2015

•	 Delivered Mental Illness and 
Bereavement Training workshops 
to 100 health professionals from 
around Australia, on best practice 
in supporting families and friends of 
clients who are bereaved by suicide.

•	 Completed the Lessons for Life 
report (in partnership with the 
University of New England) – a 
qualitative research study examining 
the experience of people who 
have attempted suicide. The report 
included 10 recommendations. 
Findings from the report were 
presented at the Suicide Prevention 
Australia (SPA) conference in 2015, 
resulting in radio and print media 
coverage on the impact of suicide.

•	 Produced a documentary film 
to complement the Lessons for 
Life report. Launched at the SPA 
conference, the short film aims to 
reduce stigma and increase help-
seeking through the stories of five 
people who have attempted suicide.

•	 Presented on Lessons for Life and 
the work of SANE Australia at the 
International Association for Suicide 
Prevention conference held in 
Montreal in June 2015.

•	 Completed the first draft of a 
Suicide Prevention Audit Tool 
for community mental health 
organisations (in partnership with 
Mental Illness Fellowship Australia). 
The tool will provide a guide and 
resources to help reduce suicides 
within community mental health 
settings.

Partnerships

Funding body | Australian 
Government, Department of Health    

Community | Australian Institute for 
Suicide Research and Prevention 
(Griffith University), beyondblue, 
Eastern Health, Mental Illness 
Fellowship Australia, Mildura Base 
Hospital, Mind Australia, National 
Coalition for Suicide Prevention, 
Neami National, Suicide Prevention 
Australia, University of New England 

Adam Gould

The way I found to socialise 
with people when I moved to 
Melbourne [from the country], was 
to smoke weed. At that stage I 
didn’t understand where I was at 
emotionally. I thought that everyone 
felt like this all the time. 

Depression has only been one eighth 
of the problem for me; it’s always 
been about anxiety, and I’ve always 
had this terrible fear of the worst case 
scenario. I’d lost my flat, I’d lost my 
social staus, I had to move back in 
with my parents in the country, so I 
looked at myself as a complete and 
utter failure. 

Coming from a background of high 
achievement both academically and in 
sports, I couldn’t imagine how I’d got 
there, and I certainly couldn’t imagine 
how I could get out by action. I didn’t 
speak to anyone in my social circle 
about how I was feeling, and when it 
came to speaking with my farmily, I 
closed off.

Back then, there was this attitude 
towards suicide – and there still is 
this attitude with a lot of people – that 
it’s a desperate cry for attention. It’s 
not actually someone saying, ‘Look, 
I’m in a bad place, and I genuinely 
need help’. They look at it like you’re 
wasting their time. Like you’re trying 
to get attention, trying to be special.

The other part was, because I did live 
in a small country town, my parents 
were afraid of disclosing. That made 
me feel worse about myself, which 

started a cycle of depression, suicidal 
ideation, and ‘how do I get out of 
this?’ And at that stage I didn’t have 
the tools. It took a long time for me 
to be connected with psychiatric 
services, let alone psychiatric services 
that offered the support that I needed. 

I have always found that psychiatrists 
do serve a very important function, 
and that’s the physical and 
medication side, but that’s only a 
small part of it. Psychologists, case 
workers, social workers – they make 
an enormous difference.  

Now I have a fantastic psychologist, 
and instead of saying we’re going to 
put you under this particular course of 
therapy, she finds what works, finds 
a way for me to apply it, and makes 
me do it. She holds me to the fire! 
She will pull me up and say, ‘Hey, you 
haven’t been doing this, do it!’

I’ve looked at things and said, ‘Well 
how can I turn this lead into gold?’ A 
process of alchemy. How can I make 
things better? For me, it’s writing, it’s 
visual arts, it’s stencil art, it’s street 
art, it’s talking with other people, it’s 
public speaking. It’s a way of reaching 
out to people and saying, ‘I had this 
experience, but it gets better’.

I walk around with a great deal of 
pride these days. Not arrogance, 
but pride. I’ve come a long way from 
where I’ve been.

Watch Adam tell his story on the 
Lessons for Life short film at sane.org

100
HEALTH PROFESSIONALS TRAINED

10
LESSONS FOR LIFE REPORT 
RECOMMENDATIONS PRESENTED  
AT NATIONAL SPA CONFERENCE

TRAINING | SUICIDE PREVENTION

SANE Australia’s Suicide Prevention Project aims to improve how 
people with mental health problems, their families and friends 
are supported around the issue of suicide – through prevention, 
intervention, and bereavement support.

Suicide Prevention 
is integral to all of 
SANE’s activities 

IN THEIR WORDS

‘Thanks for this ... 
Being suicidal myself a 
number of years ago, 
these were all good 
points and written 
with respect ... those 
with no exposure to 
mental illness, make 
so many misinformed 
comments. Please 
continue your 
valuable work.’

Feedback on the Lessons for Life 
research report.

From the age of 19, Adam Gould 
spent years in and out of hospital, 
with multiple suicide attempts often 
brought on by anxiety. With the help 
of doctors and psychologists, and by 
immersing himself in his art, Adam 
learnt how to maintain good mental 
health. He says no to things such 
as drugs that are not good for him 
and bring on a return of symptoms. 
Adam is pictured in front of one 
of his stencils in Warburton Lane, 
Melbourne.
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TRAINING | AGED CARE

Graeme Doyle

Graeme is a talented and well-
regarded artist, aged 68. He is also 
affected by Schizoaffective disorder 
and now lives in a residential aged 
care facility.

Apart from the support Graeme 
receives within the facility, he had few 
opportunities for engagement with 
his local community. He had little idea 
what support services were available 
to him during his later years.

When Graeme came across SANE’s 
Ageing Well guide, he was able to 
contact one of the referral services 
and has since started to attend a 
weekly art group run through his local 
council.

Graeme is deeply passionate about 
his art and this weekly session has 
greatly improved his outlook on life.

86 
AGED CARE STAFF TRAINED

95%
OF AGED CARE STAFF REPORTED 
INCREASED UNDERSTANDING

1,600
AGEING WELL GUIDES DISTRIBUTED

The SANE Aged Care Project focuses on solutions for a major 
area of concern – the increasing number of Australians living with 
mental illness who face the challenges of growing older.

As ‘baby boomer’ Australians are 
now entering their 60s, the number of 
older adults living with mental illness is 
increasing fast.

For many of these people – especially 
those who are severely affected – the 
impact of physical health challenges, 
stigma, isolation, and financial 
instability creates barriers to healthy 
and active ageing. Furthermore, some 
of the experiences associated with 
being older – including a move into 
residential care – may be associated 
with a further decline in mental health.

SANE’s Aged Care Project raises 
awareness of these issues, and 
develops practical strategies to support 
older Australians living with mental 
illness and the people who care for 
them.

Partnerships

Community | Housing for the Aged 
Action Group (HAAG), Leading Aged 
Services Australia (LASA), Carers 
Australia, Tandem, GROW, Mental 
Illness Fellowship, Australian Healthcare 
and Hospitals Association, Psychiatric 
Disability Services of Victoria (VICSERV), 
Australian Men’s Shed Association, Mental 
Health Coordinating Council (MHCC), 
Mental Health Australia, Inner South 
Community Health

Pilot sites | Prague House (Kew), 
Auburn House (Hawthorn), Prom Country 
Aged Care (Foster), James Thomas 
Court (Ballarat), Victoria Heights Aged 
Care (Bendigo), Reservoir Lodge SRS 
(Reservoir), Sambell Lodge (Clifton Hill)

Our achievements in 2014–2015

•	 Developed and piloted a new 
mental health awareness training 
program program in four aged care 
facilities across Victoria.

•	 Trained 86 aged care staff.

•	 Delivered a training workshop to 
16 Supported Residential Service 
(SRS) proprietors in partnership 
with Inner South Community 
Health and the Supporting 
Accommodation for Vulnerable 
Victorians Initiative (SAVVI).

•	 Completed an evaluation of 
the pilot training program. The 
evaluation found that 95% of aged 
care staff reported that participation 
in the training had increased their 
understanding of the signs and 
symptoms of mental illness, and 
helped them to develop strategies 
to support a resident with mental 
illness.

•	 Launched the Ageing Well guide 
in June 2015, with endorsement 
from peak national advocacy 
organisation for older Australians, 
COTA Australia.

Supporting the needs 
of older Australians 
with mental illness

Graeme Doyle is an artist. 
He is pictured with one of his 
signature ‘Crumple Art’ pieces.

‘Stigma is a huge issue 
for older Australians.    
It prevents people from 
being given adequate 
support and care. 
SANE’s training on 
stigma was a godsend. 
As support workers, 
it’s really important 
to talk about our own 
judgements when it 
comes to mental illness.’
Care Coordinator, Residential Aged 
Care Facility

TRAINING | AGED CARE
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Katie Peters (right) is the Peer Health 
Coaching Project Worker at Neami 
National. She also works as a Peer 
Health Coach at Northern PARCS, 
and in outreach. Catriona Bastian, 
Mind + Body Project Coordinator (left) 
is pictured with Katie following SANE 
Australia’s and Neami National’s receipt 
of a TheMHS Award for the Peer Health 
Coaching Program.

SANE Australia’s Mind + Body Project 
recognises that a healthier life includes 
both mental and physical wellness. It 
seeks to educate communities about 
the critical role that physical health plays 
in building better mental health.

Physical health is especially important 
for people living with a mental illness, 
as research shows they are at greater 
risk of high blood pressure, obesity, 
and conditions such as diabetes and 
heart disease. This is mainly due to the 
impact of symptoms and side-effects of 
some medications, leading to physical 
inactivity, changes in metabolism, 
and an unhealthy diet. Smoking levels 
are also far higher than in the general 
population.

The Mind + Body Project promotes 
common-sense steps to improve the 
health of the whole person. As well as 
campaigning for improved treatments 
and support, we have developed a 
range of training resources in this area.

Finalising the Peer Health Coaching 
pilot program has been a major focus of 
2014–2015.

SANE Australia partnered with Neami 
National to pilot Peer Health Coaching 
across Neami service sites with support 
from the Australian Government, 
Department of Health. This innovative 
program aims to improve physical 
health through increased understanding 
and personal coaching, provided in 
a series of one-on-one and group 
sessions with a peer worker.

Our achievements in 2014–2015

•	 Trained 12 Peer Support Workers 
to become Peer Health Coaches.

•	 Enabled 185 people living with 
mental illness to work with a Coach 
on a self-directed physical health 
goal.

•	 Engaged with 36 community health 
organisations to educate them 
about the Peer Health Coaching 
program. A further 30 expressions 
of interest have been received.

•	 Evaluation showed a significant 
improvement in Peer Health 
Coaching participants’ health 
literacy, health outcomes, and 
overall feeling of wellbeing.

•	 A Peer Health Coaching Manual 
and Overview were developed, 
published, and launched at The 
Australian and New Zealand 
Mental Health Services Conference 
(TheMHS) in 2015.

•	 The Peer Health Coaching Program 
received a 2015 TheMHS Award in 
recognition of its impact.

Partnerships

Funding body | Australian 
Government, Department of Health    

Partners | Neami National, Mental 
Illness Fellowship of NT, Mental 
Health Carers Arafmi Australia, Mind 
Australia, Mental Health Carers 
Tasmania, Mind Recovery College, 
Centre of Excellence in Peer Support, 
QUIT Victoria, Monash Psychiatry 
Research Centre, RichmondPRA

Katie Peters

Rhiannon is a young women who 
has been receiving treatment for an 
eating disorder. She worked with 
Katie Peters, Peer Health Coach 
Project Officer at Neami National, 
over a series of one-on-one Peer 
Health Coaching sessions. Her health 
goal from the first session was ‘to 
feel more in control of her life, which 
included eating more’.

Throughout their sessions, Rhiannon 
and Katie refined the goal. A high 
priority for Rhiannon was to stick 
to her meal plan as a means of 
recovery. Together they set tasks and 
strategies for Rhiannon to complete 
between their coaching sessions, 
including keeping a journal, making 
a weekly planner, and sitting with 
uncomfortable urges and emotions 
she experienced from eating more.

Rhiannon felt that taking part in the 
Peer Health Coaching program kept 
her out of hospital. She found having 
something to focus on each week 
useful, and was able to achieve her 
health goal.

Rhiannon is now continuing to work 
on her recovery with her regular 
Support Worker at Neami National.

‘[The project] enabled 
me to get in touch with 
what recovery means 
to each individual, 
and to use creative 
techniques to break up 
larger goals and values 
to achieve each step 
along the way.’
Katie Peters, Peer Health Coach 
Project Worker, Neami National

TRAINING | MIND + BODY PROJECTTRAINING | MIND + BODY PROJECT

Mind + Body:
Closing the gap
People living with severe mental illness are dying on average 25 
years earlier than the general population. 

185 
CONSUMERS PARTICIPATED IN THE 
PEER HEALTH COACHING PILOT

547
ONE-ON-ONE AND GROUP 
SESSIONS

36
COMMUNITY HEALTH 
ORGANISATIONS ENGAGED
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Partnerships

Funding body I Australian 
Government, Department of Health    

Partner organisations I ARAFMI 
National Executive, ARAFMI NSW, 
ARAFMI WA, Compassionate Friends 
Victoria, Eating Disorders Victoria, 
MIFA, MIFA NT, MIFNQ, MIFQ, Mind 
Australia, Tandem

Technology and design I Lithium 
Technologies, Persistent Systems, 
Isobar, Snaffleweb

Early service research I ReachOut.
com by Inspire Foundation

SANE speakers are a team of people affected by mental illness 
who talk candidly in public about their personal experience – 
providing unique, authentic input to our campaigning and other 
work.

EDUCATION | SPEAKERS

Cameron Solnordal has been 
a SANE speaker for nearly 12 
months. He has lived with the 
diagnosis of schizophrenia for 
over 13 years.

Cameron Solnordal

‘I will happily answer any question and 
talk about my illness,’ says Cameron, 
‘but I won’t let it define me. It happens 
every day. You see celebrities who 
are battling something terrible, be it 
physical or mental. They lose their 
identity. They suddenly become a 
representative for their cause and that 
becomes their whole life’.

As a SANE speaker, Cameron delivers 
talks to a variety of audiences, 
including HR managers keen to 
understand the best ways to work 
with people affected by mental illness.

‘Last year I was honoured by the 
invitation to speak at Parliament 
House in Canberra, for the launch of a 
new online service, the SANE Forums.
I talked about my experience of using 
the Forums; how great it is to jump 
straight in and see what people are 
talking about, because even though 
mental illness is fairly common, you 
can still feel extremely isolated.

‘It helps to be able to share my 
experience through the SANE 
Speakers program, and to connect 
with others through the SANE 
Forums’.

985
PEOPLE HEARD DIRECTLY           
FROM  A SANE SPEAKER

22
NEW SPEAKERS RECRUITED

89
SPEAKERS NATIONALLY

EDUCATION | SPEAKERS

Personal contact with people affected 
by mental illness is one of the most 
powerful ways of reducing stigma and 
promoting inclusion in our community.

Trained and supported by SANE 
Australia, our speakers talk to the 
media and employers, and contribute 
to advocacy, research, and new 
information resources to help break 
down the barriers of misunderstanding.

The SANE Speakers program also 
helps people with a mental illness form 
relationships with peers, which helps 
to offset some of the social isolation 
frequently experienced by people with a 
mental illness. 

This year the SANE speakers have been 
involved with the development and 
design of the SANE Online Forums, the 
new SANE website and the Lessons 
for Life research and video, in addition 
to their contributions to the Mindful 
Employer program, our blogs and other 
speaking engagements.

Donations and other support help us 
to recruit, train, and support more 
speakers, as we continue to work 
towards a better life for all people 
affected by mental illness.

Our achievements in 2014–2015

•	 Over 900 people attended face-to-
face meetings with SANE speakers.

•	 Speaker presentations included 
Men’s Shed, TransGrid, and all staff 
at SEEK in their Melbourne and 
Sydney offices.

•	 Five SANE speakers told their 
stories in Lessons for Life, our new 
film on suicide prevention.

•	 Speakers took part in an ABC 
Radio program on Bipolar disorder.

•	 Consultation took part with 
speakers on the design of SANE’s 
new website.

•	 Three new Snapshot stories for 
SANE website written by Peter 
Wilmoth.

•	 22 new speakers were recruited 
from around Australia, taking the 
total to 89.

SANE speakers share 
their experience of 
mental illness to help 
others

‘I’ve spoken twice to 
employees at Transgrid. 
On each occasion I have 
had people come up to 
me afterwards to share 
their own experiences 
of mental illness. This 
sense of solidarity can be 
very important; knowing 
that they are not alone 
and that colleagues are 
learning more about 
the issues they face. I 
hope that the SANE 
Speakers continue to 
provide opportunities 
to break down the 
stigma around mental 
illness, and promote 
more sympathetic and 
responsive workplace 
environments.’
Nick Valentine, SANE speaker

Partnerships

Disability Discrimination Legal 
Service (DDLS) | La Trobe University | 
Melbourne University | SEEK | Suicide 
Postvention Conference 2015 | 
Transgrid
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EDUCATION | MEDIA CENTRE

800+
MEDIA STORIES FEATURED          
SANE AUSTRALIA

4,700
MEDIA AND MENTAL HEALTH 
PROFESSIONALS RECEIVED A 
COMMUNICATION TOOLKIT TO 
LAUNCH SANE FORUMS

256
STIGMAWATCH REPORTS

39
GOOD NEWS REPORTS

Partnerships

Funding body | Australian 
Government, Department of Health 

Organisations | Australian College 
of Mental Health Nurses, Australian 
Press Council, Black Dog Institute, 
Hunter Institute for Mental Health, 
International Anti-Stigma Network, 
Life. Living is for everyone, Mental 
Health Australia, Mental Health 
Professionals Network, Neami 
National, Royal Australian & New 
Zealand College of Psychiatrists, 
R U OK? Day, Suicide Prevention 
Australia, TheMHS Conference, 
University of Melbourne, VICSERV, 
Victorian Transcultural Mental 
Health, Victorian Women’s Mental 
Health Network, Young and Well 
Cooperative Research Centre

‘Thanks so much for 
making a fairly scary 
topic so manageable.’
Polly McIntyre, Post and Ante Natal 
Depression Support and Information Inc. 
(PANDSI)

Polly McIntyre from PANDSI 
undertaking on-camera media training 
in Canberra with SANE’s Media 
Relations Advisor, Jenni Henderson.

SANE Media Centre 
provides the tools 
to support quality 
reporting and reduce 
stigma

EDUCATION | MEDIA CENTRE

For people with a mental illness, stigma and prejudice can be as 
distressing as the symptoms they experience. Inaccurate and 
unfair representation of mental illness and suicide in the media 
is especially harmful because of the important role it plays in 
shaping and reinforcing community attitudes.

The SANE Media Centre is a one stop, 
day-to-day advisory service for media 
professionals covering mental illness 
and suicide-related issues. Mental 
health organisations are also supported 
to tell their stories, advocating through 
the media for improved services.

The Media Centre also operates the 
StigmaWatch program which responds 
to reports of inaccurate or inappropriate 
portrayal, and empowers people to 
take action themselves. It encourages 
more positive, appropriate reporting 
rather than attempting ‘censorship,’ 
with Good news reports praising media 
professionals who represent mental 
illness and suicide responsibly.

Our achievements in 2014–2015

•	 SANE Australia generated, or was 
featured in, over 800 media items 
this year. The Lessons for Life 
research report, the launch of the 
SANE Forums, and publication of 
the Ageing Well guide attracted 
media attention around the country, 
including articles in The Guardian, 
mammamia, and coverage on ABC 
News, as well as other outlets. 
Social media promotion was 
especially important, with a single 
Facebook post promoting the 
SANE Forums reaching more than 
20,000 people.

•	 Pictures matter as much as words 
in the media. We conducted a 
national study in partnership with 
Getty Images – Picture This – to 
discover what images are regarded 
as fair and accurate illustration for 
media stories about mental illness 
and suicide.

•	 Training workshops on ‘Working 
with the Media’ were held in 
different states, providing staff 
from community mental health 
organisations with information on 
how the media works, the needs of 
journalists, and practical sessions,  
including mock interviews.
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EDUCATION | COMMUNICATIONS

Jade Ryall

RichmondPRA is proud to be working 
in partnership with SANE Australia 
to implement the SANE Smokefree 
Kit online across our organisation, 
to enable people who access 
RichmondPRA services and staff to 
reduce or quit smoking.

RichmondPRA works in the 
community providing recovery-
oriented supports and resources to 
people living with a mental health 
issue, their families and carers. We 
are committed to providing people 
with the opportunity to improve 
their physical and mental health by 
reducing and quitting smoking.

The SANE Smokefree Program is an 
important component of our strategy 
for enabling people who access our 
services and staff to reduce and quit 
smoking. The program fits well with 
RichmondPRA’s philosophy of being 
strengths-focused and person-led, 
and the flexible design also enables 
implementation across a wide range 
of services.

The outcomes of the smoking 
cessation program will be evaluated 
and the findings used to improve the 
effectiveness of the SANE Smokefree 
Kit and to ensure continuous quality 
improvement.

Our achievements in 2014–2015

•	 Over 600,000 visitors to our 
website were helped to understand 
the impact of mental illness and 
how to manage it, in order to lead 
a fulfilling life. Integration of SANE 
Forums into the site – thanks 
to support from the Australian 
Government and the Colonial 
Foundation – helped to make it a 
major platform for peer support 
too.

•	 A major effort for the 
Communications team in the 
current year has been assisting 
with the design and development 
of a new presence on the web for 
sane.org, thanks to support from 
Gandel Philanthropy. The new 
website, launched in September 
2015, includes substantial new 
content and functionality, making 
it even more helpful for people 
seeking information and support.

•	 SANE’s popularity on social media 
increased by more than 25% 
during the year, with over 10,000 
Followers on Facebook and almost 
11,600 on Twitter.

•	 A new position of Digital 
Communications and Marketing 
Advisor was created to focus 
on raising awareness of SANE 
Australia’s work on social media in 
particular.

•	 A range of new resources were 
developed and designed, including 
a Peer Health Coaching Manual 
and Overview, a Guide to Ageing 
Well, and Lessons for Life, a short 
film to accompany our research 
report identifying what we can 
learn about suicide prevention 
from those who have attempted 
to take their own lives. A revised 
edition of the Suicide Prevention 
and Recovery Guide was also 
published.

•	 A SANE Guide for Electorate 
Offices was launched at Parliament 
House in Canberra, enabling staff in 
parliamentarians’ offices around the 
country to provide a better service 
for visitors affected by mental 
illness.

Understanding 
makes all the 
difference when 
someone is affected 
by mental illness

600,000+
UNIQUE VISITORS TO THE SANE 
WEBSITE

25%
INCREASE IN SOCIAL MEDIA 
FOLLOWERS

Understanding of what has happened. What helps. And what we 
can do to help ourselves. SANE worked harder than ever this year 
to promote this understanding – with people affected by mental 
illness, their family and other carers, health professionals, and 
others in the community.

•	 A SANE Research Bulletin 
promoted the findings of an 
evaluation of our online Forums. 
demonstrating their value to 
people living with mental illness 
and carers, the differences in 
how they use the Forums, and 
recommendations for future 
development.

•	 Our magazine, SANE News, 
highlighted the impact of suicide 
on family and friends, stigma 
reduction, the benefits of online 
Forums, and our Peer Health 
Coaching partnership with Neami 
National.

Partnerships

Australian Government, Department 
of Health | beyondblue | COPMI 
(Children of Parents with a Mental 
Illness) | Gandel Philanthropy | 
Mentally Healthy Workplace Alliance 
| Mental Illness Fellowship Australia | 
National Mental Health Commission 
| ninemsn | Pharmaceutical Society 
of Australia | Healthdirect

EDUCATION | COMMUNICATIONS

Image: Cover of the SANE Guide 
to Ageing Well commissioned from 
Julian Pang for SANE.

‘The Suicide Prevention and 
Recovery Guide proved to be an 
excellent resource ... Feedback 
from students demonstrated 
that, after reading the guide and 
completing the activities, they felt 
more confident to manage suicide 
risk, support the individual’s 
recovery, and instill a sense of hope 
whilst maintaining consumer and 
community safety.’
Lecturer, Faculty of Nursing, University of Sydney

Jade Ryall is Manager of 
the Back on Track Program 
for RichmondPRA, a leading 
community-based mental health 
support service.
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We advocate at a 
national level for 
improved mental 
health and support 
services for those 
affected by mental 
illness

EDUCATION

In 2014–2015, SANE Australia met with 
a number of key people to discuss a 
range of mental health issues including:

•	 the former and current Ministers for 
Health – Peter Dutton and Susan 
Ley,  and Assistant Minister for 
Health, Fiona Nash

•	 Shadow Minister for Health, Jan 
McLucas, and the Australian 
Greens spokesperson for mental 
health, Penny Wright

•	 federal Parliamentarians from all 
major political parties

•	 ministerial advisors from a range 
of portfolios including the Prime 
Minister’s Office

•	 parliamentarians from a number 
of states and territories including 
Victoria and Queensland. 

SANE also holds parliamentary events 
to enable a greater reach of our 
advocacy program at the highest level. 
At these events we highlight particular 
issues and discuss the need for 
positive changes to the mental health 
system. In 2014–2015, such events 
included:

•	 the launch of the SANE Forums 
by then Minister for Health Peter 
Dutton, at Parliament House in 
Canberra

•	 the launch of the SANE Guide 
for Electorate Offices through the 
Parliamentary Friends for Mental 
Illness Group at Parliament House 
in Canberra

•	 a dinner for parliamentarians 
from each major political party 
to discuss the mental health of 
politicians, the effects mental health 
has on sound policy-making, and 
the need for reforms to the current 
mental health system.

Then Minister for Health, Peter 
Dutton, speaking at the official 
launch of SANE Forums at 
Parliament House in Canberra.

EDUCATION | ADVOCACYEDUCATION | ADVOCACY

As part of our work to improve awareness and understanding of 
mental health issues, reduce stigma, and improve mental health 
outcomes for all Australians affected by mental ill health, SANE 
Australia regularly meets with parliamentarians throughout the 
year.

As part of our advocacy program, 
SANE also provides written and verbal 
submissions to national reviews and 
inquiries that relate to our portfolio 
of work on mental health. Our 
submissions in 2014–2015 included:

•	 submission to the Standing 
Committee on Health’s Inquiry into 
Chronic Disease Prevention and 
Management in Primary Health 
Care

•	 submission to NDIS Information, 
Linkages and Capacity Policy 
Framework consultation

•	 submission to the Australian 
Government Department of Social 
Services Review of Australia’s 
Welfare System Interim Report: 
A New System for Better 
Employment and Social Outcomes       

•	 submission to the Department 
of Health’s workshop on the 
Government’s Response to 
the National Mental Health 
Commission’s Review of Mental 
Health Programmes and Services.

Our engagement with parliamentarians 
and peak bodies is an important way 
to increase the understanding of the 
impact of mental ill health in Australia, 
to make mental health a priority, and to 
encourage positive change.

‘SANE Australia works 
with policy-makers, 
governments, health 
professionals and 
consumers to improve 
treatment and health 
outcomes for people 
affected by mental 
illness.’
Rebecca Halpin, SANE’s Head of Policy 
and Government
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Our services, 
information, 
advocacy and 
other work is only 
possible through the 
generosity of our 
supporters

Our achievements in 2014–2015

•	 SANE’s individual donors have 
helped us to help thousands of 
Australians in 2014–2015. They 
have given more than in any 
previous year, and contributed to 
the expanded SANE Help Centre.

•	 Corporate support has always 
played an important part in 
helping SANE to carry out 
its work. With the growing 
recognition of the importance of 
mental health in the workplace, 
we are proud to say that valued 
support from the business 
community is also growing, to 
help more Australians affected by 
mental illness than ever before.

Fundraising is a critical component of SANE’s income. We rely 
on the generosity of our individual supporters, corporate donors, 
and trusts and foundations to deliver our services. This year our 
supporters have provided over 40 per cent of our income.

•	 We call them Team SANE – 
the passionate and dedicated 
fundraisers who take part in 
challenges and community 
events to support our work. 
This year our fundraisers braved 
challenges including, walking the 
Nullarbor and trekking to Everest. 
We also saw a growing number 
of people join together in fun runs 
across Australia.

Partnerships

Funding bodies | Colonial 
Foundation, Gandel Philanthropy

Partners | Chartered Accountants, 
Australia and New Zealand, Hunter 
Hall International, Janssen, Just Cuts, 
King & Wood Mallesons, Redpath 
Mining

‘Living with a schizoaffective disorder 
is an uphill battle, and will continue 
to be until a cure is found. Cat and I 
wanted to do something to help those 
who have – or know of someone who 
has – experienced how crippling mental 
illness can be. Much money is raised 
for research into mental illness, but 
organisations that help those living with 
mental illness and their families are 
just as important. This is why we chose 
SANE Australia.’

Nick, diagnosed with schizoaffective disorder 10 years ago. In 
March 2015, he and his partner, Cat, trekked for 18 days to Mount 
Everest Base Camp (5,545m above sea level) in support of SANE 
Australia. The trek was symbolic of the uphill battle faced every day 
by people affected by mental illness.

Catherine Owen

Creating a mentally healthy workplace 
is a key priority for the Blood Service 
and forms part of our organisation’s 
Diversity Strategy.  

With the increasing prevalence of 
mental health issues, we wanted to 
take a proactive approach in providing 
our people managers with the skills 
to identify the early warning signs. 
We piloted the Mindful Employer 
Program and, due to its overwhelming 
success, we are now rolling it out 
across the organisation. 

The Mindful Employer Program 
provides our people managers with 

Dan Watson walked 5,000 
kilometres from Perth to Sydney, 
raising valuable awareness and 
over $40,000  for SANE Australia 
and the Cancer Council.

the skills and confidence to engage 
in conversation with their staff before 
a small issue becomes a big one. 
Feedback after each workshop has 
been extremely positive and the 
inclusion of a guest speaker who 
shares their real life experience is 
incredibly powerful. 

Supporting our managers to have 
meaningful conversations with their 
employees is one way that, as an 
organisation, we can contribute to 
breaking down the stigma associated 
with mental illness.

Dan Watson

Standing in the middle of the Western 
Australian desert, Dan began to fully 
appreciate the magnitude of what he 
was tackling, not just physically but 
mentally. 

Dan walked 5,000 kilometres from 
Perth to Sydney to raise awareness 
of mental health and cancer. ‘The 
purpose of the trip was a means of 
helping myself and helping someone I 
care about,’ he says.
 
Many years earlier Dan was part of 
the corporate rat race. Competing to 
be the best cost him sleep, damaging 
his health and relationships. He lived 
with depression and anxiety. ‘After 10 
years it was almost breaking point,’ 
he says.
 
His mother was battling cancer and 
for a long time she didn’t want to 
reach out to Dan for help.
 

‘When she finally said she needed 
me, that opened the flood gates,’ Dan 
says.
 
He realised that the stigma 
surrounding mental illness was 
holding him back from talking about 
what he had been experiencing.
 
Throughout his trek, Dan took time off 
the road to encourage those he met 
to seek help. ‘SANE is a good place 
to start, they can point you in the right 
direction and you just can’t do it on 
your own,’ Dan says.
 
Dan’s phenomenal walk raised over 
$40,000 for SANE Australia and the 
Cancer Council.

SANE | DEVELOPMENTSANE | DEVELOPMENT
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Our Team

SANE | TEAMSANE | TEAM

Professor Michael Berk 
MBCh, M.Med (Psych), FF (Psych), 
FRANZCP, PhD

Ms Charmaine Bourke 
BA (Psych), PGDip.Sc.Psych, 
MAPS

Professor David Castle 
MBCh.B, MSc, MD, DLSHTM, 
MRC Psych, FRANZCP

Dr John Farhall 
BA (Hons), MA (Clinical 
Psychology), PhD, MAPS

Dr Craig Hassad 
MBBS FRACGP

Professor Jayashri Kulkarni 
MBBS, MPM, PhD, FRANZCP

Professor Tim Lambert 
BSc, MBBS, PhD, FRANZCP

Professor Dan Lubman 
BSc( Hons), MB ChB, PhD, 
FRANZCP, FAChAM

Professor John McGrath AM 
MBBS, MD, PhD, FRANZCP

Professor Philip Mitchell AM 
MBBS (Hons I), MD, FRANZCP, 
FRCPsych

Professor Vera Morgan 
BA, DipEd, MSocSc, PhD

Professor Alan Rosen AO 
MBBS, MRCPysch, DPM, Grad Dip 
PAS, FRANZCP

Professor Ian Webster AO 
MBBS, MD, FRACP, FAFPHM, 
FAFRM, FAChAM, FRACGP

Dr Jeff Young 
BSc (Hons), MSc (Clin Psych), Grad 
Dip Fam Ther, PhD

Treasurer 
Mr Jack O’Connell AO 
BEc, FICAA, FAICD 

Dr Kathryn Strasser 
MBBS 

Ms Melinda Snowden 
BEcon, LLB, GradDip 
App Finance and 
Investment, GAICD 

Dr Colin Fryer 
BE (Hons), PhD, 
DipMicro 

Company Secretary
Ms Janet Hopkins
CPA, BComm, 
GradCertIE

Board of Directors

Mr Paul Kelly
BS, Nursing

Clinical Advisory Group

Ms Lucy Myer 
B.Comm 

Chair (Acting) 
Ms Heather Gray
BA (Hons), LLB (Hons)

Chief Executive Officer 
Mr Jack Heath 
BA (Hons), LLB

Mr Michael Perrott AM 
BCom, FAIM, FAICD 

Ms Kylie Griffin 
Dip. Comm. Welfare 

Patron-in-Chief 
Rt Hon Sir Ninian Stephen
KG, AK, GCMG, GCVO, KBE

Patron-at-Large
Barry Humphries AO, CBE

Patrons
Prof Emeritus Geoffrey Blainey AC

Jimmy Chi

Nobby Clark AO

Andrew Denton

Anne Deveson AO

Prof Allan Fels AO

Prof John Funder AO

Charles B Goode AC

John Landy AC, MBE

Dr Margaret Leggatt AM

Eve Mahlab AO

Prof Emeritus Sir Gustav Nossal AC, CBE

Prof Fiona Stanley AC

Peter Wills AC

Patrons

Staff
Chief Executive Officer

Jack Heath
BA (Hons), LLB

Executive Team

General Manager
Janet Hopkins
CPA, BComm, GradCertEI 
(Entrepreneurship and Innovation)

Manager, People + Culture
Charmaine Smith
BBM, BBus (Marketing)

Head, Policy + Government
Rebecca Halpin
BSocSci (Psychology)

Director, Digital, Service 
Design + Technology
Faruk Avdi
DipA/BA

Finance and Administration

Finance Manager
Tanya Wallis
CA

Accounts + Office Manager
Emma Rye
BBus

Admin/Community 
Fundraising Coordinator 
Marianne Lynch
BA (Int. Studies)

IT Manager
Myra Jill Nunez
BSc (Computer Eng)

IT Manager
Wendy Stiles
BA, Dipl (Applied Photography)
(on maternity leave)

Communications

Media Relations Manager
Robyn Thompson
BA (Journalism)

Media Relations Advisor
Jenni Henderson
BA (Journalism)
Digital Marketing +
Communications Advisor
Jeremy Little
BA (Journalism)

Development

Fundraising Manager
Michelle Intveld

Major Gifts + Corporate
Partnerships Manager
Naomi Lehrer
BBus (Marketing)

Help Centre and Online Forums

Help Centre Manager
Suzanne Leckie
BSocSci Psych (Hons)

Online Community Manager
Nicole Thomas
BA/BEd

Online Community
Engagement Specialist
Cherry Baylosis
BA Social Science (Psych), MGMC (M. 
Media and Comms), PhD student 
(Media and Communications)

Helpline Team Leader
Tanya Peisley
BA, BSW (Hons), MSW

Help Centre Advisors and 
Moderators

Laura Abbey
BA (Hons)

Julie Bell
B BEhavSci

Gina Bennett
BA (Media + Comms), Grad Dip 
(Psychology)

Emily Hajdinjak
BA (Social Science)

Melissa Wilson
BPsychSc, GradDip (psych)

Projects

Mind + Body Project Coordinator
Catriona Bastian
BAppSc, PGradDip Hlth Prom,
Certificate IV (Training + Assessment)

Mindful Employer Manager
Eliza Oakley
CertIV TAE, BEd, GradDip SocSc 
(Counselling)

Mindful Employer Business 
Development Manager
Penne Dawe
BA, MA, MCOM

SANE Speakers Coordinator
Angela Gillespie
BA (Hons, History)

Suicide Prevention Project Manager
Sarah Coker
BA, PGDip (Psych)

Suicide Prevention Project Officer
Samara Gray
BA, (Hons, Psych)

Image: Tree of Light by Christine 
Healy, doctor, painter, and supporter of 
SANE Australia. We are proud to have 
this painting on the wall of our national 
office.

Chairman (Until Sept 2015) 
Mr Stan Wallis AC 
BCom, Hon LLD 
(Monash), FCPA, FCIS, 
FCIM, FAIM
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Life-changing gifts: 
Thank you to our 
funders, partners 
and supporters

SANE | SUPPORTERSSANE | SUPPORTERS

Principal Donors 

Mr Gavin Bird AM & Mrs Karen Bird

Mrs Elizabeth & Professor Richard 
Chisholm AM

Dr Bruce Hocking & Mrs Barbara 
Hocking OAM

Louise & Martyn Myer Foundation

Mr David & Mrs Barbara Shirra

Mr Richard Stanley QC

Mrs Sue & Mr Ted Woodward

Major Benefactors

Pierce Armstrong Foundation

Anonymous

Major Donors

Mr Robert Albert AO

Bamford Family Foundation

Ms Jane Barnes

Dr Robert Frater AO

The George & Freda Castan Families 
Charitable Foundation

The Greatorex Foundation

Guthrie Family Charitable Trust

Dr Christine Healy OAM

Mr Jack Heath

Mr Ray Horsburgh AM

Mr Robert Johnston AC

Dr Alex Markou

Mr Michael Perrott AM

Ms Mary Reemst

Mr John Ralph AC & Mrs Barbara 
Ralph

RobMeree Foundation

Mrs Penelope Seidler AM

Dr Katherine Strasser

Ms Robyn Swanson

Anonymous

‘SANE is an innovative organisation 
doing amazing work on a relatively 
modest budget. Proactive in reducing 
stigma, SANE employs new technologies 
as well as more traditional methods of 
supporting those living with a mental 
illness and their loved ones. On a 
personal level I give to honour family 
members who lived with mental illness.’

Christine Healy

Principal Benefactors

Mr Stan Wallis AC & Mrs Judith Wallis

Benefactors

Mr Ross Barker

The Calvert-Jones Foundation

Mr Michael & Mrs Dinah Dysart

Miss Julia Farrell

Naphtali Family Foundation

Reece Australia Limited

Bequests 

Estate of Helen Anderson

Estate of Doreen Flanagan 

Estate of Bruce Sprague 

Estate of Wade William Stokeld

Estate of Robyn Swanson

Trusts and Foundations 

Colonial Foundation Limited

Gandel Philanthropy

Knox Foundation

Macquarie Group Foundation

Richard Southan Memorial Trust

The Freemasons Public Charitable 
Foundation 

The Myer Foundation

Corporate Supporters and 
Workplace Giving

Capstone Recruitment 

Chartered Accountants Australia 
and New Zealand

DiffuzeHR

EY

Hunter Hall International

Janssen

Just Cuts

Kilar Earphones

King & Wood Mallesons

KPMG

NAB

Optus

Origin

Redpath Mining

Reece Australia Limited

Wilson HTM Investment Group

Colonial Foundation has provided 
a substantial multi-year grant to 
facilitate a major extension of the 
SANE Forums. With this generous 
support, the SANE Forums are now 
providing live moderation 24 hours 
a day, seven days a week to ensure 
a safe and supportive community. 
The Forums have extended their 
reach from 13 to 27 mental health 
organisations now covering every 
State and Territory in Australia.  

Thanks to Colonial’s support, the 
SANE Forums were able to partner 
with the ABC for their Mental As 
promotion to continue the many 
conversations started by the Mental 
As initiative. This has led to tens of 
thousands of Australians visiting the 
SANE Forums in 2015. 

Importantly, Colonial is providing 
ongoing funding to ensure the 
continuation of 24/7 moderation, 
as we build partnerships with more 
mental health organisations around 
the country.

This year we have decided to acknowledge the very generous 
support SANE has received over the years from the following 
funders, partners and supporters. We thank you all for your 
belief and investment in our work to help all Australians 
affected by mental illness lead a better life.

Special thanks to King & Wood 
Mallesons for generously providing 
pro bono legal advice.

Thanks to a major grant from Gandel 
Philanthropy SANE Australia has 
undertaken two new major projects.  

We have built a new SANE website 
service off the back of extensive 
consultation with people with lived 
experience and their family and 
friends. The new service integrates 
the SANE Forums seamlessly along 
with our chat facility. People who 
come to the SANE website looking 
for information on schizophrenia will 
be able to easily find out the latest 
conversations taking place on the 
topic around Australia. Over the 
coming year, we will populate the new 
platform with a wide range of content 
across a variety of formats.   

Gandel Philanthropy support is also 
enabling SANE to build an innovative 
online application to help people 
living with bipolar, and those who 
care for them, to be alerted to the 
early onset of a potentially elevated 
period. SANE is working with the 
UNSW Department of Psychiatry in 
the development of this important 
initiative. Gandel Philanthropy’s 
generous support will have a 
profound impact on the support 
SANE can provide to people directly 
affected by mental illness.

Special thanks:
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Donors

Mr Lindsay Adams

Ms Kate Aldridge

Ms Sanna Cindy Alkadamani

All Souls Opportunity Shop

Dr Bruce Armstrong

Dr Freddy Azar

Mr Rob Baillie

In Memory of James Matthew Baker 

Ms Marcia Bawelkiewiecz

Mr Peter & Mrs Rosemary Billings

Ms Leanne Bischof

Mr Maurice Blackburn

Mr Geoffrey Boag

Dr S Booker

Mr Michael Boyd & Ms Gillian 
Toppenberg

Miss Elaine Bragg

Brasher Family Foundation

Mr John Brook

Mr Robert Brooks

Mr Greg Brown

Mr Phillip Brown

Ms Jasmine Brunner

Mrs Judy Buckham

Ms Thi Minh Nguyet Bui

Ms Elle Bullen

Professor Henry Burger AO

Mr Phil & Mrs Cynthia Cheney

Mrs Jo Cohen

Ms Jennifer Coulls

Mr Aaron Crowther

Mrs Susan Dardis

Ms Glenda Dean

Mr Bruce Delprado

Dr Jacob Dessauer

Miss B Douglas

Ms Ellen Drake

Mrs Katherine Driscoll

Mrs Roma Drummond OAM

Mr Barry Dunning

Mr Frank Exon

Ms Anne Faiman

Mr Simon Fortune

Dr Ofra Fried

Mr David & Mrs Pauline Fry

Ms Jenny Fuller

Professor John Funder AC

Dr Maureen Gallagher

Mrs Isabel Goodwin

Ms Heather Gray

‘King & Wood Mallesons has been very 
proud to support SANE’s work for over 
a decade. Our partners and staff donate 
to SANE through our Workplace Giving 
program, and we provide pro bono legal 
advice to assist SANE with its operations. 
With statistics showing an increased 
likelihood for lawyers to suffer a mental 
health issue, we recognise the importance 
of investing in the mental health of our 
employees. Whether it’s implementing a 
system of Wellbeing Officers, or simply 
encouraging our staff to check in on each 
other, we are committed to removing the 
stigma associated with mental illness. 
Our partnership with SANE reflects this 
commitment, and allows us to support 
SANE’s valuable work in the greater 
community across the spectrum of mental 
health issues.’
Taryn McCamley, Pro Bono & Community Manager, King & Wood Mallesons

Fundraisers

Mr Steve Alpe

Ms Eliana Buonaiuto

Mr Oliver Cavanagh

Ms Lynsey Curran

Ms Charmaine de Sousa

Ms Giulia Degoursat

The Dinner Project Australia

Mr Brent Dunkley

Ms Michelle Eggleton

Ms Rebecca Halpin

Ms Samantha Harrington

Ms Skye Hoyle

Ms Michelle Intveld

Mr Nicholas Lim

As this Annual Report demonstrates 
so clearly, there are many hundreds 
of families and individuals across 
Australia who support SANE’s work 
and we thank you for that. 

This year we would like to make 
special mention of the Calvert-Jones 
Foundation for their continued 
support for the SANE Speakers 
program. 

The SANE speakers sit at the heart 
of our work, providing powerful and 
inspiring stories of resilience and hope 
to so many fellow Australians dealing 
with the challenges of mental illness. 

We know from the international 
evidence that the most powerful way 
to reduce stigma and discrimination 
is through social contact with people 
living with a mental illness. 

That’s why we salute each and 
everyone of our SANE speakers and 
say a huge thank you to the Calvert-
Jones Foundation for their very kind 
support in making this all possible.

Special thanks:

Mr Benjamin Marshall

McLeod Country Golf Club

Ms Amanda Nelson

Ms Catherine Nguyen

The Palm Beach Boardriders

Mr Luke Pietrobon

Ms Esther Rivers

Mr Brian Rozz

Ms Melissa Shaw

Mr Dave Sheehan

Mr Jay Shields

Ms Katrina Strickland

Mr Dan Watson

Ms Nicki Young

Ms Rosemary Green

Mr Andrew Grummet AM & Mrs 
Margaret Grummet

Dr S Harbison

Ms Ros Harris

Ms Kathryn Harrison

Mr David Heim

Mrs Desley Hincksman

Mr Mark Hooper

Ms Wendy Hughes

Dr Tim Hurse

Dr Barbara Jackson

Dr Samuel Jaworowski

Ms Calliopi Kabouris

Mr Anthony Kelly

Dr Anne Kennedy

Mrs Robyn Kimpton

Ms Jane Kingston

Dr Joyce Kirk

Mr Frank Kissane

Dr Helen Kolawole

Mr Bill & Mrs Helen Kosky

Mr John Landy MBE

Ms Karen Lee

Dr Margaret Leggatt AM

Dr David Leonard AM

Ms Michelle Leone

Mr Wesley Leverton

Dr Pamela Levit

Ms Lynnda Livesey

Ms Andrea Lord

Mrs Laurel Luthje

Ms Helen Lynch AM

Mr Alan MacQuarrie

Mr John Mann

Mr Benjamin Marshall

Mrs Sandra Masel

Dr Catherine Mason

Ms Toni Meek

Dr Linley Mitchell

Mr Karl Morris

Mrs Linda Morrison

Mrs Joy Nicholls

Mr Milos Novakovic

Mr Geoffrey O’Donnell

Dr John O’Loan

Mr Peter & Mrs Helen O’Loughlin

Dr I Palmer

Mrs Lyn Parkin

Ms Christine Perrers

SANE’s mission has been helped 
in very significant measure by our 
partnership with digital agency Isobar 
Australia. Under the lead of Dr Rod 
Farmer, GM of Isobar’s Sydney office, 
Isobar has helped SANE achieve 
a distinctive visual identity for our 
new website and, together with 
SANE’s Faruk Avdi, is in the process 
of developing a ground-breaking 
mobile and watch app to help people 
with bipolar disorder identify the 
potential onset of mania. This design 
partnership has been made possible 
due to Isobar’s very generous low-
bono and pro-bono assistance. Their 
commitment to the people SANE seeks 
to assist has delivered high quality 
results for the visual design for SANE 
Forums, the new website service, and 
the apps mentioned above. 

One of SANE’s great partnerships 
this year has been with Lithium 
Technologies which provides the 
software platform that drives the 
SANE Forums. Thanks to Lithium’s 
support, we have built a safe and 
supportive online community for tens 
of thousands of Australians affected by 
mental illness. Through the technology 
platform, we are opening up the huge 
untapped resource of peer support 
across the nation. Lithium has also 
enabled us to support mental health 
organisations in every state and 
territory and give them an enhanced 
service to the people they already 
serve. Importantly, just under a third of 
the people using the SANE Forums are 
from rural and regional Australia where 
people have limited access to mental 
health services. We thank everyone 
at Lithium for their fantastic support 
– both in Australia and in their San 
Francisco office.

SANE | SUPPORTERSSANE | SUPPORTERS
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Mr Craig Perry

Ms Pamela Petschack

Ms Angela Pink

Mr Ron Pitcher AM

Prof Ken Roberts AM

Dr Hannah Rose

Mrs Margaret Ross AM

Mr John & Mrs Kathleen Ryan

Ms Meegan Ryan

Mr Ronald Sackville AO QC & Mrs 
Pamela Sackville

Mr Geoff Sanders

Mr Brian Schiller

Mr Robin Simson OAM

Mr Rod & Mrs Ann Singleton

Mr Martin Smyrk & Ms Sally Peacock

Ms Melinda Snowden

Ms Helen Sowey

Ms Joanne Spicer

Mr Sinthu Sriganeshwaran

Mrs Heather Stevens

Mr Nigel Stevenson

Ms Caroline Storm

Ms Ruth Sundstrom

Ms Elizabeth Telford

Mrs Enid Thompson

Mr John & Mrs Lesley Thrum

Ms Rhondda Tilbrook

Ms Sandra Tomasi

Dr Alex Traill

Mr Noel Turnbull

Ms Kay Valder OAM

Mrs Doreen Vernon

Mrs Angela Walker

Mr David Wallis

Mr Guy Washington

Mrs Anne Watson

Mr Barry Welsby & Mrs Helen Crain-
Welsby

Ms Sarah Willsher

Mr Arnold Wittner

Dr Alex Wood

Mrs Meredith Woods

Mrs Catherine Wren

Ms Emma Yates

Dr Chai Yeap

Dr Robert Young

Anonymous

Friends of SANE

Mr Jeffrey Aarons

Ms Linda Abery

Dr Railea Abrams

Mrs Rosemary Akesson

Ms Catherine Alati

Dr Irena Ali

Mrs Shaista Alizadeh

Miss Laura Alker

Mrs Joan Allen

Ms Lorna Allister

Mr Gordon Anderson

Mr Peter Andersson

Mr Stephen Andrews

Miss Naomi Arthur

Mrs Sarah Ashburner

Mr Robin Ashen

Mr Barry Atkinson

Mrs Glenys Austin

Dr Mohammed Awal

Mr Paul Bailey

Mr Geoffrey Barber

Miss Cheree Barrett

Ms Symone Barry

Ms Donna Bartlett

Mrs Elizabeth Bastin

Mrs Emma Bato

Ms Laura Battistella

Ms Rosemary Baxter

Prof L Beilin

Ms Patricia Bekiaris

Mrs B Bell

Mr Edward Benjamin

Ms Julie Bennett

Mrs Leanne Bennett

Mrs Anne Bentley

Ms Leonie Bielig

Ms Emily Birks

Ms Geraldine Birleson

Mr Victor Bivell

Mr C A Blackney

Mr Stephen Blake

Mrs Catherine Bleasdale

Dr Simon Blomberg

Ms Casey Bloom

Ms Susie Bond

Ms Astrida Boothey

Mr Frank Bortolin

Mr Mick Bourke

Mr Richard Bow

Mr John Bowles

Mr Stuart Bracecamp

Miss Tiffany Brasher

Mrs Jodie Bridges

Mrs Joan Briggs

Dr Robert Broadbent

Miss Pauline Brown

Ms Susan Brown

Mrs Judith Bruce

Dr Terry Buchan

Dr J Buchanan

Ms Patrice Buetefuer

Mrs Maria Burt

Ms Justine Butler

Ms Marj Button

Mrs Linden Buzwell

Ms Marisa Calandro

Miss Jean Cameron

Mrs Norma Campbell

Mrs Kathryn Campbell

Mr Douglas Cannen

Mr Colin Cargill

Ms Catherine Carolan

Mrs Susan Carr

Mrs Lynette Carter

Mr Steven Cateris

Mr Keith Cattach

Dr Dennis Chambers

Miss Theodora Chan

Mrs Lyn Chapman

Mr M & Mrs A Chappell

Ms Stephanie Chew

Mrs Beth Christensen

Mr Patrick Clarke

Mr Stephen Clavan

Mr James Cleland

Mrs Rhona Clennar

Mrs Diane Clifton

Mr Harold Coggins

Miss Sarah Coghlan

Mr Vincent Coker

Mr Edwin Coleman

Mr Adam Collins

Mrs Marguerite Collins

Ms Catherine Colman

Mr Colin Conron

Mrs Helen Cooke

Mr Ian Cooper

Miss Megan Corbell

Mr Juan Corbo

Ms Anne Cordts

Mr Kerrod Coughlan

Mr Alan Cowan

Mr Norman Cowper

Dr C  Crane

Mrs Jenny Cranston

Mrs Vanessa Crawford

Ms Irene Crozier

Ms Jenny Cuda

Ms Trish Cutler

Miss Ellie Darcey

Mr Brian Dauncey

Mr Robert Davidson

Mr Michael Davies

Mrs Judy Davison

Mr Peter Dawson

Mrs Carmen De Sousa

Ms Anne Deveson AO

Ms Rosemary De-Vreeze

Mr Antony Di Mase

Ms Lesley Dias

Ms Maureen Dillon

Ms Nina Dillon

Mr Ryan Divett

Ms Elizabeth Dix

Ms Mandy Doherty

Mr Andrew Donald

Miss Amanda Dooly

Mrs Chris Dorrington

Ms Ina Dottore-Meier

Ms Lisa Dowling

Dr Alan Down

Mrs Wendy Drew

Mrs Pat Druitt

Mrs Ivunka Duskovic

Dr John Dwyer & Mrs Joan Dwyer OAM

Ms Rowena Eddy

Mr Rob & Mrs Joanne Edgar

Ms Roz Edmond

Mrs Heather Ellett

Ms Jenifer Ellis

Mr Ben Ernest

Mrs Rosalind Evans

Ms Gayle Fairall

Dr G Feben

Mr Brian Fels

Mr Eric Fenessy

Mr William Fenner

Mr Rex Finch

Dr Michelle Fisher

Mr Matthew Fogarty

Mrs Helen Foley

Prof Kim Foster

Professor Bruce Foxman

Ms J Francais

Ms Gayle Freemantle

Mr Yu Feng Fu

Mrs Dianne Gaddin

Ms Lorraine Galvin

Mr Pronab Ganguly

Mrs Jean Gay

Mrs Iris Geneve

Dr A R Gibson

Ms Maria Giovannetti

Professor R Goldney

Ms Gwenda Gomer

Ms Maureen Good

Mr Robert & Mrs Rachel Goudge

Mrs Susan Graham

Mrs R Graham

Mrs Orma Gray

Ms Kathleen Gray

Mr Trevor Green

Ms Kylie Griffin

Mrs Catherine Grigoriadis

Ms Anne Grogan

Dr Therese Grotowski

Mr Mario Guzzi

Mrs Eva Gyarmati

Ms Margaret Hall

Mr Russell Handyside

Mr Conal Hanna

Mrs Judith Hansen

Mrs Virginia Harman

Mr Brian Harman

Ms Carol Hart

Ms Eva Hassett

Mr Joseph Haweil

Mr David & Mrs Judith Hay

Mrs Annie Hazel

Mr W Hearn

Mr Harshana Heenatigala

Ms Margaret Helfgott-Fisher

Mr Keith & Mrs Anne Helman

Mrs Deanna Henderson

Ms Rita Hickey

Mr Stephen Hodge

Mrs Bernadette Hogan

Ms Janet Hopkins

Mr I & Mrs M Horacek

Mrs Joyce Horne

Miss Joanne Horvat

Ms Jade Howard
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Mr Bill Howard

Dr Catherine Hughes

Mr Richard Hughes

Ms Kathleen Hughes

Mr Samie Husseini

Ms Xuan Huynh

Ms Rachael Hyder

Mrs Angela Incigneri

Mr Edward Infield

Ms A & Ms F Iversen

Ms Sandra Jamieson

Mr Kevin Jarman

Ms Deva Jegamohen

Mr Robert Jennings

Ms Diane John

Mrs Audrey Johnson

Mr William Johnson

Ms Judith Johnston

Ms Lyn Jones

Mrs Jacinta Jones OMeara

Dr G Joseph

Ms Yee-Shing Kan

Mr Tad Kapelan

Ms Jean Kauter

Miss Ripley Keain

Mr Martin G Kenzler

Mrs Maria Keri

Mr K Kerr

Mrs Catherine King

Miss Leanne Knight

Ms Anne Knight

Miss Karen Knuckey

Ms Betty Kowarzik

Mr Dave Lacy

Mr Marcus Lai

Mr George Lam

Ms Ann Lancaster

Miss Rebecca Landon

Mr Gregory & Mrs Karyn Langtree

Ms Stephanie Laverie

Mr Branko & Mrs Maria Lavric

Dr Margaret Leach

Dr Andrew Leech

Mrs Naomi Lehrer

Ms Michelle Leone

Ms Iva Lewington

Mrs Penelope Lewisohn

Mrs Veronica Lilley

Dr Tarcisius Lim

Miss Tara Lindsay

Mrs Helen Linnegar

Mrs Janet Little

Ms Laura Little

Mr Alan Litto

Mr A Lo Surdo

Ms Christine Lonergan

Dr B Long

Miss Rebecca Long

Mrs Alice Low

Mr Ken Lynch

Ms Zoe Lyons

Mrs Karen Mackrell

Mrs Gemma MacLellan

Ms Angelita Macleod

Mr Ronald Maconaghie

Dr R MacQueen

Dr Golrokh Mahabat

Dr J Maitland

Mr Eamonn Maloney

Mr Edward Manly

Mr Barry Manning

Mrs Hiam Marabani

Mrs Diana & Mr Peter Marchbank

Ms Vanessa Marshall

Mr Doug Marshall

Dr Rebecca Mason

Mr Andrej Mataruga

Mrs Shevonne Matthews

Ms Karen McComiskey

Ms Laura McConnell Conti

Mrs Gabrielle McDonagh

Mr S McDonald

Mr Ian McDougall

Mrs Branca McFarlane

Ms Kathryn McFarlane

Mr Andrew McFarlane

Mrs Rae McFarling

Ms Penny McGann

Mrs Joyce McGrane

Mrs Lee McGrath

Ms Pamela McIntosh

Mr Scott McIntyre

Mr Doug & Mrs Jan McIver

Dr Sandra McLaren

Ms Kath McLean

Mrs Elizabeth McLean

Mrs Mamta Merai

Mr Elias Messaike

Ms Lydia Miceli

Mrs Colleen Milton

Ms Melanie Mistilis

Ms Elizabeth Mitchell

Mr Anthony Monaghan

Mr Sean Montalto

Ms Paula Morahan

Mr & Mrs G Morgan

Ms Lissa Morrison

Dr Vivienne Morrow

Dr A Moskwa

Mrs Beverley Moxham

Ms Christine Moyle

Ms Nicki Muir

Ms Wendy Muller

Mrs Frances Murphy

Ms Alena Murray

Ms Lucy Myer

Mr G Neil

Ms Sahndra Nelson

Mrs Alex Nevill

Ms Anne Nevin

Mrs Janet Newton

Miss Alisha Nolan

Mrs Norma Nugent

Mr Daniel O’Connor

Dr Terence O’Brien

Ms Claudine O’Donoghue

Mrs Lisa O’Leary

Mr Peter O’Neill

Mrs Joan Ophel

Mr & Mrs P & M Orum

Miss Jasmine Page Hannaford

Ms Adele Palmer

Mr Allan Parrish

Mr Geoff Pattinson

Pembroke School

Mr Hans Penning

Mr Angus Penno

Mr Osmund Perera

Mrs Felicitas Perez

Mr G & Mrs M Peterson

Ms Maurine Phelan

Mr Dale Philip

Dr A J Phillips

Mrs Stefanie Phillips

Ms Jacqueline Pigdon

Dr Michael Piperoglou

Mr Daryl Poore

Miss Madeleine Poropat

Mrs M Potts

Mr Peter Poulos

Ms Helen Power

Mrs Joan Press

Mrs Jan Privett

Mrs B Pryke

Mrs Jean Pudney

Mrs Margaret Quigley

Mr Robert Radulj

Ms Alma Rahilly

Miss Gillian Ramage

Ms Angela Ramagnano

Mrs Karen Ramsay

Mr Edward Ramuscak

Miss Erica Rasche

Mrs Angela Reale-Key

Mr John Reed

Mrs Wendy Rice

Mr Ian Richardson

Ms Helen Richardson

Mrs J Richter

Ms Lynette Rickards

Mrs S Rigney

Mrs Trudie Robat

Mr Brent Robertson

Dr Wendy Robertson

Mr John Rohde

Mr Arpad Romandy

Mr Philip Roper

Mrs Dorothy Roscrow

Dr Norman Rose

Prof Alan Rosen AO

Ms Esma Ross

Ms Wendy Rowell

Ms Jan Royle

Mr Ugo Rubinich

Mr Geof Runge

Ms Lyn Rutherford

Ms Brigid Ryan

Mr P & Mrs E Ryan

Mrs Nicole Ryan

Mrs Margaret Ryan

Mrs Barbara Sack

Miss Julie Sadleir

Dr Stephen Salleras

Ms Rosemary Santos

Mr Frank Sargeson

Ms K Sargeson & Mr A Fulwood 

Ms Lucy Sargeson

Ms Trisha Sargeson

Mrs Judy Savige

Mr Steve Scicluna

Mr Nicholas ScottMills

Mrs Angie Seca

Dr John Serry

Ms Marie Sharkey

Ms Jill Sheppard

Reverend Len Sherratt & Mrs Audrey 
Sherratt

Mr Victor Skiba

Mr John Slade

Mrs Elizabeth Smart

Ms Charmaine Smith

Ms Regina Smith

Mr Timothy Smith

Mrs Ayla Smith

Mrs Judi Smith

Mr Phillip Southwood

Ms Carolyn Sparke

Mr L & Mrs D Staines

Mrs Kerry Starkey

Mr Gerard Steggink

Mr Philip Stern

Mr Greg Sterrett

Mr Peter Stevenson

Mrs Lynette Stewart

Miss Samantha Stiff

Mrs Lois Stocks

Mrs Pamela Stoney

Miss Fleur Stranner

Mr Peter Stulic

Mr Anthony Swan

Miss Kerrie Swinfield

Mr Russel Sykes

Ms Fiona Sylva

Mr Kevin Tan

Dr Edward Tan

Mr Soon Tan

Mrs Margaret Tang

Dr Wai Tang

Ms Grace Taylor

Mr Robert Taylor

Ms Lois Taylor

Mr Alan Teakle

Mrs Marcella Thomson

Ms Peppina Thorneycroft

Mrs Susan Threlfall

Miss Sarah Tinney

Mrs Zeina Torre

Dr D Tracy

Dr Ivy Traill

Mr Paul Truett

Dr John Turner

Mrs M Turner

Miss Sharon Turner

Mrs Kassandra Tzintzios

Ms Georgina Underwood

Ms Christine Vallence

Mrs Belinda Van Hees

Mr Alex Visnovsky

Miss Rebecca Wakefield

Mrs Linda Walker

Ms Nicci Wall

Ms Carole Wallace-Mitchell

Mr Andrew Wallis

Mr Graham Walsh

Mr Noah Ward

Mrs Anne Watkins

Ms Elizabeth Watkins

Mrs Carol Watson

Ms Marlene Watts

Mrs Dorothy Weigall

Mrs Rosemary Weir

Ms Claire West

Mr Timothy West

Mr Alan & Mrs Therese West

Mrs Marie Westenberg

Mrs June Weston

Mr Robert Wheeler

Ms Susan Whitney

Mrs Lyn Wicking

Ms Danielle Wickman

Mrs Maureen Wild

Dr Peter Williams

Mr Ron Williams

Ms Judy Williams

Ms Audrey Williamson

Ms Thi Tar Win

Mr Andrew Windsor

Mrs Patricia Witt

Ms Patricia Woods

Mrs Grace Woolcock

Miss Stacey Wright

Dr Anthony Wright

Ms Yvette Wroby

Ms Elizabeth Wrona

Mr Ray Wyatt

Ms Wei Xiao

Ms R Yarwood

Mr David Young

Mr Andy Zanella

Dr K Zdanius
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SANE | FINANCIALSSANE | FINANCIALS

47+18+10+8+6+5+4+1+1+A
58+20+15+5+1+A

Notes

The attached financial information has been extracted from the audited 

financial statements of SANE Australia at 30 June 2015. Full financial 

statements are available on the SANE Australia website at https://

www.sane.org/images/drfs2015.pdf. SANE Australia is a registered 

tax-exempt charity with DGR (Deductible Gift Recipient) status: 900 

306 329.

Money matters: 
Our financial report
2014–2015

Income

58% Personnel costs ($2,292,177)

20% Community awareness/programs ($809,001)

15% Office operational ($588,976)

 5% Fundraising ($215,572)

 1% Depreciation ($22,611)

 <1% Auditors’ remuneration ($19,091)

Total comprehensive income/(loss) for the year      $48,638

47% Government grants ($1,861,335)

18% General donations ($692,913)

10% Bequests ($407,760)

6% Service income ($247,087)

4% Interest and dividends ($164,199)

1% Net profit on sale of investments ($47,728)

8% Trusts and foundations ($296,781)

5% Corporate donations ($190,661)

Expenditure

<1% Sundry income  ($5,963)

1% Publication sales ($24,092)

Total income $3,938,519

Total expenditure $3,947,428

Unrealised gain on investments $57,547
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2015
$

 2014
$

Revenue  3,890,791 3,574,103

Net profit/(loss) on sale of investments  47,228 103,217

Net profit/(loss) on sale of plant and equipment  500 –

Write-off of investment  – (3,000)

Personnel costs  (2,292,177) (1,946,622)

Community awareness and program expenses  (809,001) (791,923)

Fundraising  (215,572) (96,801)

Auditors remuneration  (19,091) (22,264)

Depreciation  (22,611) (80,920)

Office operational  (588,976) (400,944)

Costs of publications sold  – (1,330)

Current year surplus/(loss) before income tax  (8,909) 333,516

Income tax expense  – –

 

Net current year surplus/(deficit)  (8,909) 333,516

Other comprehensive income

Unrealised gain on investments  57,547 163,670

Total comprehensive income/(loss) for the year  48,638 497,186

SANE Australia
ABN 92 006 533 606

Statement of Profit and Loss and Other Comprehensive Income for the year ended 30 June 2015

2015
$

2014
$

ASSETS

CURRENT ASSETS

Cash on hand   1,098,036    1,251,410

Accounts receivable and other debtors   115,319 283,378

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS   1,213,355 1,534,788 

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

Financial assets   2,234,066 2,133,258

Plant and equipment   100,449 25,368

Other assets   32,565 24,300

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS   2,367,080 2,182,926

TOTAL ASSETS   3,580,435 3,717,714

LIABILITIES

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Trade and other payables   222,196 208,281

Income received in advance   21,316 –

Provisions   218,038 145,397

Grants received in advance   268,259 568,095

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES   729,809 921,773

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

Provisions   22,169 16,122

TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES   22,169 16,122

TOTAL LIABILITIES   751,978 937,895

 
NET ASSETS   2,828,457 2,779,819

EQUITY

Retained earnings   708,240 717,149

Investment fluctuation reserve   370,217 312,670

Endowment fund   1,750,000 1,750,000

TOTAL EQUITY   2,828,457 2,779,819

Statement of Financial Position as at 30 June 2015

SANE Australia
ABN 92 006 533 606
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Partners

R

 

SANE is working with over 100 partners to deliver its programs 
and services. Some are represented here with their logo, others are 
acknowledged elsewhere throughout this report. We thank each and 
every one of them for their generous support of our work to help all 
people affected by mental illness lead a better life.
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For the past 29 years, SANE Australia has been a leader in getting 
mental health on the public agenda. We are an international pioneer 
in the reduction of stigma and have always taken a national approach 
to our work. We span the full spectrum of mental health issues and 
we always put people before their diagnosis. With our deep-seated 
commitment to working directly with people affected by mental illness, 
SANE Australia brings a unique combination of history, skills and 
commitment to its work.

twitter.com/
SANEAustralia

facebook.com/
saneaustralia

SANE Helpline
1800 18 7263
helpline@sane.org

info@sane.org

Media enquiries
SANE Media Centre
media@sane.org

National Office 
SANE Australia
PO Box 226
South Melbourne 
Victoria 3205
+61 3 9682 5933

We want to create a better life for all Australians 
affected by mental illness. 

Please join us on the journey.

www.sane.org
www.saneforums.org

SANE Australia is a registered tax-exempt charity with DGR (Deductible Gift Recipient) status: 900 306 329


